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Four businesses were destroyed by a fire that began in the Goal Post Cafe at abou_t 2:40 Sunday afternoon. More than a dozen fire-fighting
were called to the scene where the blaze burned for more than three hours.

Blaze Rips Through Four Area Businesses
By Steve Shoup
and Maria DeVarenne

A two-alarm fire at the 3000 block
of Central S.E. Sunday gutted four
businesses and caused an undetermined amount of smoke and water
damage to at least two other
businesses. More than 40 Albuquerque firefighters were called out to
battle the blaze at the Goal Post
Cafe, 3004-B·Central S.E.;
Allsup's, 3004 Central S.E.; Poor-

man's Picture Framing, 3008 Cen- broke out at approximately 2:40
tral S.E.; and the Rio Grande Swim p.m.
Fire and arson investigator AI
Shop,3004-CCentral S.E.
The stores suffered extensive Armenta said he couldn't estimate
damage as roofs collapsed and mer- the damage to the six businesses inchandise burned.
volved, because three metal trusses
No injuries were reported.
and the roof collapsed. Heavy
Chuck Wemzel, director of the equipment movers will be used to
rue and arson unit, said the origin remove the trusses, air conditioners
and cause of the fire was unknown. and other objects hindering the inOne unidentified witness said wires vestigation, he said.
on a utility pole near the stores were
Structural and content losses will
sparking shortly before the fire be high, said Annenta.

Day-Care Eligibility Cuts Instituted
By Steve Shoup
SANTA FE ~ Plans to eliminate college stt~dent eligibility
for state-funded day care through
this summer will be•put into
effect this week as part of a four·
point plan to cut day-care costs,
said Human Services Secretary
Jmm Vigil.
In a report presented to the
joint meeting of the state Senate
and House of Representatives
Legislative Finance Committee
Thursday, Vigil said child-care
subsidies for student parents
would be eliminated from May
15 to Aug. 15.
Although students will be ineligible for state child-care sub-

sidies this summer, parents may
continue to send their children to
the Child Care Co-op at the University of New. Mexico, said coop director George O'Neil.
The plan would also continue a
statewide enrollment freeze
through July l, cut the state's
share of daily child-care fees
from $6.50 to $5.50 and eliminate eligibility for childreh whose
parents' income is between
$7,000 and $17,000.
College students will be restricted to five consecutive years
of eligibilty when the new fiscal
year starts July I. Par<!nts with
incomes above $7,000 will con·
tinuc to be ineligible, and the en·
rollment freeze will be main-

tained until an enrollment allocation system can be developed,
Vigil said.
The corrective measures will
be taken to deal with a series of
cost overages in child-care funding, which may approach
$900,000 this fiscal year. The
$2.8 million program is currently
$544,796 overspent, according
to the report.
An enrollment allocation system was in effect from May 198 t
to February 1983, and enrollment
began to climb after the system
was dropped. Enrollment went
up 90 percent and spending increased 95 percent from February
1983 to this February.
continued on page 5

Jay Pauley, an Allsup's employee, was working in the store
when a customer smelled smoke about 2:40 p.m. Firefighters arrived
three minutes after they were calledt
she said.
Chester Linsey, district manager
of Allsup's convenience stores, esti·
mated the damage to the store to be
about $150,000, but he said the store
could be rebuilt in three weeks, depending on the extent of the damage.
The owners the cafe and the frame

store were unavailable for comment.
Tux andTailst 3010Central S.E.,
suffered heavy smoke and water
damage, owner Tom Archuleta said.
He estimated the damage to his stock
of tuxedos, which will have to be dry
cleaned, at about $7,000.
''This is the worst time of the
year, due to proms,'' Archuleta
said. "We might lose some business, but we'JI work most of the
night trying to clean everything."
continued on IMII• 3

Professor Suffers Burns
In Apparent Explosion
A University of New Mexico professor suffered bums to 30 percent
of his body aud was listed in serious
condition at the University of New
Mexico Hospital's bum and trauma
unit Sunday afternoon after an apparent gasoline explosion at his home.
·or. Harold M. Anderson, 35, a
chemical and nuclear engineering
professor, suffered burns on his
face, arms, hands and parts of his
legs.
Carolyn Tinker, director of public
information at the medical center,
said Anderson was probably hurt
from a gasoline explosion from his
car. but it was "unclear how it happened."
The fire d!!partmcnt received the
call to go to Andcr!lon·~ home at

3:05p.m. Sunday but could give the
New Mexico Daily Lobo no additional information.
Anderson, who has been with the
University for three years, received
his doctorate from Wayne State University in Detroit, Mich., and is
teaching two classes this semester.

Hasta Luego
The New Mexico Dailv Lobo
will not publish the rest· of this
week because of finals. The Dai·
fy Lobo will begin its weekly
summer publication 011 May 31.
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by United PJess International

Blaze-----------------------------continued from page 1

Pope's Korean Visit Disrupted By Demonstrations
SEOUL, South Korea - A student stood up Sunday at a meeting
with Pope John Paul 11 and shouted
"Workers are starving to death,"
disrupting the last event of the pontiff's four-day visit to South Korea.
The interruption came just hours
after a "mentally unstable" college
student fired a toy pistol at John Paul
as ne rode througn a crowded Seoul
street. Toe pope was unnurt and proceeded on nis schedule.
Toe incidents marred toe last full
day of John Paul's four-day visit to
Souto Korea. He leaves Korea Monday for Papua New Guinea and was
to visit toe Solomon Islands and
Tnailand before returning nome.
Officials in toe tnree nations said
tney nave increased security measures because of toe toy gun incident.
The pope's last formal event in
South Korea, a Sunday night meeting witn Roman Catholic youth,,

was disrupted when a young man
stood up during a question-andanswer session and snouted in Korean, "Workers are starving to
death. Students are forcibly inducted into toe army."
The pope, who studied some Korean for the trip, did not appear to·
understand the outburst. Witnesses
said police took toe unidentified
man into custody.
During the pope's South Korean
stay, university students nave staged
daily antigovernment protests on
Seoul campuses.
Security has been heavy because
of reports before John Paul's I 0-day
papal tour of Asia that terrorists
would try to kill the pope, who has
Sl!nrived two assassination attempts
since he was elected in 1978.
The toy gun incident occurred
early Sunday as the pope's vehicle
approached Seoul's Myongdong
Catnedral, the 86-year-old head-
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quarters of the Korean Catnolic
Cnurch.
Witnesses said a long-haired
man, identified as Lee Jun Kyu, 22,
dashed from a crowd as the pope,
protected by a bulletproof shield,
passed in a white truck.
Lee approached to within IS feet
of the pope and fired a toy pistol,
Vatican officials and police said.
Lee flung the pistol to toe pave'llcnt, raised botn fists in the air and

''Despite every precautionary
measure, risk continues to accompany toe pastoral ministry of the successor of Peter on the streets of the
world," the Jesuit-run radio said.
Lee's father, Lee Sung Yang, a
construction manager, told authorities his son was "mentally unstable.'' The police official said Lee
would undergo mental examinations
before it was decided whether to
charge him.

yelled "Man-se," a Korean cneer of
triumph. A Korean police officer
fired a warning shot into the ground
as Lee was seized.
The pope appeared surprised,
then smiled, witnesses said.
In Rome, Vatican Radio said the
"isolated gesture'' should not be
allowed to overshadow the welcome
of "enthusiasm and affection"
given to the pope by millions of Koreans.

the temperature of the water. And
they're diving in I 00 feet of water,"
a State Police dispatcher at Raton
said."
The divers were looking for toe
dead boy's father, Joe Romero, about 38 or 39, and Bobby Sisneros,
about 40, authorities said.
Esquibel and the Romero boy,
both wearing life jackets, were taken
to Holy Cross Hospital at Taos after
they were pulled from the water.
A hospital spokeswoman said
both "had died at the scene."
Moe Finley, who operates Mount
View Cabins and a boating marina
on the lake. helped retrieve the first
·
two bodies Saturday.

He said his brother, Skip, had
heard a boy's call for help from the
lake about 2:30p.m. Saturday.
Finley said he and his brother
found a third body Saturday tangled
in toe boat's anchor rope, but were
unable to dislodge it.
Finley described the capsized vessel as "an old wooden boat, about a
14-footer;" with a motor that was
insufficient for Eagle Nest Lake on a
windy day.
"That was part of their problem," he said. "It was only a 9horsepowcr motor. They needed a
minimum of 25 horses to nave
enough power to negotiate that
rough water."

Groups Plan To Protest Reagan Visit
LONDON ll!PI J -· A !cit\\ 1ng
political party in lrclaml and Brit1~h
:mti-nudc,tr groups have l'alled for a
string of dcmon~trations to protest
FS. military polky during President Reagan's visit nl.'xt month.
In Dublin, the left-wing Workers

865-9732

Big Sidewalk Sale
BDI'I'ALO

Party called on thl.' Irish government
to withdraw its invitation to Reagan
and VO\\Cd "massive. peaceful and
orderly denl(lnstrations" agninst his
Central American and militury policies.
"The Irish people should dvc
President Rc-;tgan a nasty welcome, • • Party Pres idcnt Tomas
MacGaolla told a mt:cting llf ,upportcrs
"It's very important we do everything possible to insure he cannot
usc this visit to dntm up the Irish
vote in America," MacGaollu said.
Reagan is scheduled to visit Ireland June 1-4 and thcn Oy to Lomlon
for the I Oth annual summit of the
leading Western industrial 1mtions
June 7-9.
In London, the Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament is mobilizing
for a mas~ marco in central London
from Hyde Park to Trafalgar Square
on June 9,
The march is timed to coincide
with Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher's meeting with Reagan and
five other world leaders in Lancaster

House not far away.
Toe CND protesters also plan to
encircle the U.S. Embas~y in London to press their demand<; for the
withdrawal of U.S. nuclear cruise
missiles from Britain.
NATO began deploying 572 Pershing-2 and cruise missiles in westem Europe last Novcmbcrto counter
Soviet SS-20 mis~iles aimed at the
region.
''The theme of the demonstrations will therefore be 'retum to •cnder' not just cruise but all
American nuclear weapons and
bases in Britain.'' said CND spokeswllman Alison Whyte.
··we want to visually gel themessage across to him," Mis<; Whyte
said. "People will be carrying mock
missiles made of cardboard."
More militant protesters, calling
tncmselves "Action 84," say tney
will try to blockade Lancaster
House.
The Workers Party. which has
two members in the Irish parliament, has hinted it may also stage a
protest.
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Friday and Saturday Only 10-5
3407 Be 3409 Central NE

Archuleta said Tux and Tail~ w:ts
open Sunday. and he ~mel it'd
;mokc. Thinking it was from his air
conditioner, he went up on his roof
ano spotted smoke from the cafe.
After calling the fire department.
Archuleta flooded his business·~
roof with water.
"We're very fortunate that it
didn't take our building, too. The
fire department did a tremendous
job, because it didn't take the whole
block," he said,
Monammed Sualch Quarishi,
owner of Skyway Trading Co., 3012
Central S. E., said there was no fire

damage to hi' business. but he has
not taken stock nf watL't ami smok,•
damage.
Armenta said the Swim Shop.
leased bv Mike Dome and Bill
Spahn, w:1s being rennvutcd and
hadn't opened yet. He said the owners were "almost ready to move in.
but there weren't any contents in the
building.··
Spahn, who is al~o th.e UNM
swimming coacn. confirmed
Armenta's statements and said he
doesn't expect to know any further
details "for at least two days," until
the investigation is finished.
"I can't say much until they are

done working," Spahn said. "The
walls an: cracked sn hadly I don't
think we can move back in. \Ve'II
haw to wait and st•c wlmt the owners
arc going to dtl."

Police hlock~d otT Ccntml Avenue from Girard Boulevard to Richmond Avenue, and both Dartmouth
Drive and Richn1110d were closed
from Central south to Silver Avenue. The closed streets were filled
with a dozen fire department vchi-

des and sc•vcn1l hundn•d spcctat,Jrs.
Winds earned the black. brown
and while smoke eastward on Central. sometimes scven:ly limiting
visibility. Fhtming ~imlcrs were also
blown onto the roofs of nearby
stores but app;1rently caused no
damage.
Several small aerosol cans exploded in the lire. startling firefighters. On~ can went through the roof
and approximately 40 feet into the
air.

Onc witness said the windows of
Poorman's exploded as the llnmes
spread into the building, flinging
glass halfway anm.s CL'ntral.

Annl!nta credited dmkr-block
fircwalls with preventing the spread
of the fire.
Electricity in the art:a was shut
down at about 3:45p.m. Firefighters
said they were concerned electrical
lines lllight fall into water puddles.
Gas lines were also turned off.

ASUNM Leaders Set Strategy
By Eric Maddy

Search Continues in Boating Accident
EAGLE NEST, N.M.- Seven
divers Sunday searched the frigid,
windswept waters of Eagle Nest
Lake for two fishermen presumed to
have drowned with two other people
when a small boat capsized in chopPY water.
Three divers had searched the 40degrce water late Saturday for the
two additional victims, after the
bodies of Joseph Esquibel, 51, and
Nathan Romero, 9, were recovered
from the lake in the nortnern mountains of New Mexico.
All the victims were from Raton,
about 50 miles to the northeast.
"They had to have more (diver~
Sunday) because nf the altitude and
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really knew what was going on."
takes office, he will issue an execuWhen all positions are filled. the tive order' 'demanding financial and
Every spring, students select a ASUNM Senate has 20 members, activity statements from groups
president, vice president and student but Hickey and Devin Warwick did funded by ASUNM. It says in the
senate for the Associated Students of not resign their posts before the elec- constitution that the budget process
the University of New Mexico. Ev- tion. Warwick will graduate this will start on the fourth week, and
ery summer, these students meet and semester, and Hickey will lose her we'll start on the fourth week. That
promise to get things done for their senate seat because of her new post.
way, if there are any problems, we'll
constituents, but it seems that every
Schoeppner said that when he
continued on page 5
fall, politics get in the way and
priorities get lost in the shuffle.
But John Schoeppner and Maureen "Moe" Hickey vow that things
will be different.
Schoeppner, 23, and Hickey, 24.
were elected ASUNM president and
vice president April 25 and will be
sworn into oft1ce Friday. Both face
some immediate decisions on
budget problems. the UNM presidential search and other undergraduate student issues when they
take office.
Although the budgets for 22 stuGREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES
dent organizations failed to pass in
the election. both Scnoeppner and
GYROS- Served on a pita bread
Hickey said no money will be allocated during the summer.
with Grecian dip
"We don't want toe same mess
SOUVLAKI- Shishkabob
that happened last year," Hickey
said. "I will keep in contact with toe
GREEK SALAD- with pita bread
student groups and try to get them to
BAKLAVA- for dessert
come to senate meetings as guest
speakers.
"With only 18 senators, 11 of
Open MON-FRI11·8SAT 12·5
whom were just elected, we need to
106-A Cornell Dr. SE
I
The second bf]siness to go up in flames was Poorman's Picture be careful." sne said. "Last year,
we just sailed through it, and nobody

Framing shop.

To protect you,
calls charged to
your nUlllber will
have to meet with
your approval.
\\'e want to protect you ti·om fraud or mi~takenly
having long distance calls hilled to your number. So we
require verification on all pay phone calls billed to a third
number. 'I11at means if vour number is to he hilled, an
operator will ask either }m1 or someone at your home or
business to approve each call when it's made. If the li11e
is hm.~· or nobody an~wers. the operator won't complete
the call.
If you place a third number call yourself. you do
haw hilling alternatives. 1i 1U C<Ul call collect or pay for it
in coin. The fastest. easie~t way. howerer. b; tCJ chargl' tlw
call to a ~Jountain Bl'll Calling Card~:=
But should someone want to charge a call to ~ ou.
we'll make sure it meets with your approval. 'l11at way.
calls you don· t want to pay for aren't made at your expense.

For the way you live.
@)
Mountain Bell
•ro order a Calling Card, call your service representative.
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Leaders-

Forum

continued from page 3

from them than you could in the 15
have plenty of time to '' nrk them minutes they got in front of the BIB.
out."
"T he past process was not fair to
Both said some changes will be the groups or to the senate," she
made to make the budget process said. ''If the group had a good
easier. "I don't want to have a speaker, they got the money. I want
Budget Inquiry Board per se, but to make sure there is a standardized
would rather that we do it through process so every group answers the
the Finance Committee," Hickey same 9uestions, which didn't hapsaid.
pen th1s year. The 22-hour hearing
''I think that if we get the groups - we went through this year was ridiinvolved in the senate during the culous. A lot of groups walked away
year, we can get better information upset,"

---Editorial--Issues Need Student Voice
Last week, the Legislative Fin<Jnce Committee heard<~ report on the
status of state-supported day care in New Mexico. The report addressed the problems of funding the program and recommended several
'"t;orrective" actions.
'Jne of these actions would eliminate the state's day-care subsidy
for college students during the period of May 15 to Aug. 15, 1984. This
action would prevent many students with children from going to
summer school.
It is only one example of the problems students are facing as
federal and state governments continue to cut funding for all types of
student aid.
UNM students are particularly affected by budget cuts. According
to the 1982-83 Annual Report of UNM's Development Office, the
estimated median family income for UNM students is $20,175. This
compares to a median income of $26,300 for other similar universities.
The median age for UNM undergraduates is 24 years. About 70
percent of those undergraduates work for wages while going to
school.
Approximately 50 percent of UNM's undergraduates and 25 percent of its graduate students receive aid from federal and state gov·
ernment programs. These programs supplied approximately$25 million for the 1981-82 school year. The cost of attendance at UNM for
that year was $75 million.
What do all these statistics mean? UNM students are older than
most college students, they work more hours per week and they
depend heavily on student aid.
In the past few years, students have been the first group to suffer
from budget cuts. Legislators talk incessantly about the necessity of a
college education, yet they continue to reduce funding for programs
that aid students. As our society steps further Into the high-tech age, a
college education will become even more necessary, not only to the
individual in terms of earning power but to all of society in order to
maintain its new technology.
Students can no longer afford to be complacent about the issues
WASHINGTON- Last winter
that concern them. This election year is the time to make our needs the Supreme Court ended a
known. As a group, we must speak up for ourselves Instead of relying seven·year controversy when it
on the judgment of others.
ruled that Grove City College
must file a certification of com·
pliance with Title IX (banning sex
discrimination). This small col·
lege refuses, on principle, all
government subventions. But
140 of its 2,200 students had
federal education grants, as of
1977.
When the Suprer;ne Court
Editor:
ruled that the college must satis·
fy Department of Education reg·
1 do not wish to continue the exchange of views that I have had ulations(i.e., file the form), it said
recently with Professor Richard Berthold about UNM's College of something else that has caused a
Education.
small storm. It said that in a Title
I must, however, correct an error I made in my published statement IX compliance dispute, sanctions
(Daily Lobo, April 26, 1984).
apply only to the particular progThrough no fault of Lobo editors, but rather as a result of a mistake ram involved, not the whole inon my part, I said Mr. Berthold does not have the "right to make public stitution.
derogatory- sometimes slanderous- pronouncements about the
That ruling, while not crucial
College of Education faculty members ••• ''
to the Grove City case, struck a
Since he does have the constitutional right to criticize others, I number of senators and con·
cannot defend the statement I made on this point.
gressmen as undermining civilWhat I intended to say (and did say in an earlier draft of my rights enforcement statutes all
commentary) was that he does not have the right to make public the way back to the original, Title
slanderous or defamatory pronouncements about these faculty VI oftha 1964 Civil Rights Act.
members. But before my statement was published, it had by overIn a near-hysterical comment,
sight become something different.
Sen. Bob Packwood, a coSince words such as slanderous, defamatory and libelous are sub- sponsor of the corrective leg isla·
ject to definition by the courts, case by case, I do not claim here Mr. tion now in the Senate. has pre·
Berthold's statements were so characterized. But it is my considered dieted that without it, the Justice
judgement thay came perilously close to being, if not actually, in the Department might move "to
categories of slander and libel.
eviscerate similar federal
The remainder of my April26 statement stands as it appeared in the guarantees against discrimlna·
Lobo.
tion • . . dismantling more than
20 years of civil rights p·rogress."
Chester C. Travelstead
But Packwood's alarm not·

Times Listed for Final Exams
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

----Commentary---Civil Rights Still Safe Despite Ruling

--Letters-unintentional Error Corrected;

withstanding, there may be less
in this dispute than meets the

eye.
Insofar as the Grove City rul·
ing might imply reduced Title IX
"coverage," the pending legisla·
tion would correct the record.
But what about sanctions?

Right To Criticize College Stands
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Politics
in
Profile
By Edwin M. Yoder .Jr.

Congress has always been
more expansive in declaring dis·
crimination unlawful than in
equipping courts and bureauc·
rats with enforcement powers.
The reason is practical. In the
hypothetical example often fear·
fully cited, Washington bureaucrats "cut off all federal highway
money for Illinois because of an
affirmative-action dispute with
one Chicago police precinct."
U.S. college officials, sore beset in recent years, have good
reason to wonder whether sane·
tions will be confined to disputed

programs, or extended
sweepingly to a whole institution.
According to the alarmist
school represented by Sen. Pack·
wood, American institutions are
eagerly waiting for a chance, any
chance, to reverse the clock and
discriminate against anybody in
sight. Justice Brennan, also of
the alarmist school, wondered in
his Grove City dissent whether
the college might not now stoop
to segregating the sexes in
mathematics classes. Can one
imagine a greater horror?
Actually, it's a bum rap- so
far as it implies sneaky intent by
Grove City College. " ... There is
not the slightest hint of any fai·
lure to comply with Title IX.''
wrote the administrative law
judge who originally considered
the case. There was only its prin·
cipled refusal to file a form in
Washington- "obviously,'' he
said, "a matter of conscience and
belief.'' Sexually integrated
mathematics may yet be safe in
Grove City.
Strong laws are .useful, but
legal coercion is not always the
only, or even the major, factor in
constructive social change. If
you listen to the Brennans and
Packwoods long enough, you
might well begin to wonder how
any institution ever took a forward step in America without the
help of a judge or a bureaucrat.

MONDAY-WEDNESDAY·FRIDAY CLASSES
Time Class
Date of Exam
Time Exam Begins
Usually Begins
8:00a.m.
Wednesday, May 9
8:00a.m.
9:00a.m.
Thursday, May 10
8:00a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Friday, May II
8:00a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Tuesday, May 8
10:30 a.m.
12:00 noon
10:30 a.m.
Monday, May 7
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 10
2:00p.m.
1:30 p.m.
Friday, May II
3:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
Tuesday, May 8
4:30p.m.
Monday, May 7
4:00p.m.
5:30p.m.
Friday, May II
4:00p.m.
TUESDAY-THURSDAY CLASSES
8:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30p.m.
5:30p.m.

Tuesday, May 8
Wednesday, May 9
Wednesday, May 9
Thursday, May 10
Friday, May II
Tuesday. May 8
Thursday, May I 0

8:00a.m.
1:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.

. Classes that meet Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday or Thursday evcnmgs at 6, 6:30, 7. 7:30 and 8 p.m. will hold their exams on the
corresponding days of the week at regular class times.
Certain English. engineering. computing and science classes have
~pccial dates and times for final exams. Consult an exam schedule for
further details.

Schoeppner said ASUNM can be continued from page 1
more effective if it shares some lobSen. Harry McAdams, D-Lea,
Some 3, 700 children of the
by duties with other organizations.
41,000 eligible statewide are enrol- said the Legislature has been under
"We intend to be in ASNM," he led in the program, Vigil said.
the impression the child-care progsaid. "We want to network with all
Vigil said he hoped parents from rmn was to benefit the workiug poor.
the other universitfes and see what the $7,000 to $17,000 income range
"You appear to have two miswe can do within our own university could be recruited to help pay into sions - one, to help the working
as far as a collective effort that the system, but the largest influx poor and the other to help students,
ASUNM, GSA, the Faculty Senate came from the $7,000 and below which is commendable. But don't
and administration all can support. range.
you think you ought to have some
"Our lobby budget ha~ been cut
Some LFC members questioned sort of priorities?" McAdams
quite a bit, and it's stupid for us to try the priorties of the program. "This asked.
"It's not serving the students that
to do it all if we can work together.'' program was intended for those too
Schoeppner said he would "push proud to be on welfare, but it's got us into trouble," Vigil replied.
very hard'' for a student voice in the shifted to those (college students) :·n·s that we enrolled more people
UNM presidential search. "What who are going to come out with a mto the program than we can
we're looking for is final review of darn good job," said Rep. Henry afford."
the candidates," he said. "That's all "Kiki" Saavedra, D-Bernalillo.
we can expect at this late date."
"Wc 'rc providing a free babyHe said he will be making "a lot sitting service while a person gets a
of changes" on the executive com- degree."
Saavedra said that while college
mittees under his direction. ''The
New Mexico Union committee has students should remain eligible for
made some actions that were not the program, they should be renecessarily pro student," he said. quired to repay at least part of the
"It has been too passive. Students state's contribution when they
graduate.
fund the SUB to the tune of some
$400,000 annually and should have
some voice in policy decisions."
Schoeppner said the Popular Entertainment Committee "will be
scaled down a lo('' and "work only
self promotions or co-promotions in
the fall. Maybe we'll take some bigResidence Hall Students Are
ger risks in the spring, but I want to
Reminded To Complete And Submit
get involved in some co-promotions
where we get from 3 percent to 6
Their Residence Hall Room And Board
percent off the top," he said.

Renewal Deadline

But what makes the new officers
believe they'll be more effective
than past officers? "People are sick
and tired of ASUNM going into deficit spending and the macho leadership," Hickey said ... It's not
going to be ea~y. but John and I arc
willing to work hard at it tor the next
12 months."

Renewal Materials By
4:00P.M.
May 11,1984

Submit Forms To:
Housing Collections & Reservations
2nd Floor La Posada

*

WIN A DATE WITH A TOP SOAP OPERA STAR

..

~~
~

Interning with PIRG gives you the chance to make substantial input
into the decisions that affect our lives. Interns can use the full
resources of NMPIRG to complete research including volunteers,
research funds, nationwide contacts and the expertise of profession·
als in the field.
For more information visit the PIRG office, room 96 in the
Student Union Building or call 277-2757.

1984

1 The Young and lhe Restless
A) His lather Carl
B) His partner AndY
C) His tnend Jazz

CONSUMER PROTECTION
AND PUBLIC POLICY:
Learn to research issues of public concern in the style of Ralph
Nader and Sixty Minutes. Earn up to six credits researching Issues
that are currently being debated, and investigating issues that concern students and other citizens daily. Internships are available
working with New Mexico Public Interest Research Group, a student
directed research and advocacy group, in areas including:
Women's legal rights
rental law reform
La cueva/Rounds Estate swap
Juvenile correction facilities
ASUNM lawbook revision
insurance policies and rates
campaign finance reform
child care and subsidy programs
UNM parking problem
University of New Mexico funding
student financial aids
. Voter registration laws
Albuquerque auto emission prog. product price comparison
Utility regulation
"bottle bills" and litter taxes
Metropolitan Court procedures
and other areas of interest to you .....

~0.

{c

New Course Offering for Summer and Fall!

Research and Advocacy

Answers lor Week #4 - Apnl

2 As the World nuns
A) Boy

Phone Number

B) Gat!

Blithdate

3 Gu!dmg Llghl
A) A 'Mr Spnnglleld. Contest
B) A Rallle
C) A Beer·Drinking Conies!

(Parllcipant must be 18

or older

to enter)
'Void where prohibited by law

Questions revealed daily on

STOPWATCH
at 12:30.

Faculty Studies New Degree
H~·

Kristie Jones

t\ proposal for H new undergraduate major in hiochcml'·.try will ro to
lhl' l'acttlly Senate for approval ou
J u,•,day.
In h:hruary. the Arts and SL'icn·
, n Curriculum Commtttcc
.tpproved thc tkgrcc. Bim:hcmistry
dcp;~rtmcnt chairman Rob<:rt Luftli< ld 'aid Sunday that thl.! degree ha~
·.uh,equently been pusscd by the
Arts and S~.:ien.:cs facultv.
"On Tucs<.ltty. th..: Fac\tlty Senate
will take pussiblc final action,"

----------------

•••••••••••••••••••••••
G Display Advertising
~

More Than 150
Typefaces Available
131 Marron Halt

277·5656

•••••••••••••••••••••••

Lnftficld said "It·~ been in the
wurks iiJr about a ycat and a half."
There wus some concern earlier.
he mntinucd, bccatbc this "is the
fir~t time the School of Medil'inl' ha'
offered an undergraduate dcgrc<:
through Arts and Sciences.
"I fit passe'. it ha.., the prc.:cdcnec
or hein).! the first mcdtcal whool·
offered UtHkr)!raduate dcg:rcc." He
said it will nh•l make liNM the fiN
school in the >talc to otTer hicH;hc"
mistry as an uml.:rgmduntc major.
"New Mexico is losing yuitc a
few stUdl•nts who wou Ill like to bc in
biochemistry but can't find a nu~or
in it.'' Loftfil!!d said.
Loftficld speculated in J:lcbruary
that five to I0 undergraduate studcntswould enroll in the dcpattment
every year, if the degree were
offered. During the smnc month. the
UNM biochemistry department nm

an advertisement in the Nr:w Mexico
J);~i/v Lobe' which rcceivcd at least
56 u"ntlcrgra<.luat~: inquiries.
Loftrield said most llll!Jor universities o!Tcr biochemistry us an
undcrg:raliuatt: lllliJOr.
David Kauffman. prcstdcnt of the
F<tc\tlty Senate, said he "knew the-re
had been some opposition to the
program in the past, hut it passed an
the c.:omrnittcs: so l dun't believe
there will he any prnblc:tm•. We'll
find out fm sure on Tuesday."
The 19S4-H5 Faculty Senate will
meet at 2:30p.m. in thl: Kiva Auditorium to elect officers, Kauffman
said. The final meeting of the 83-84
sem1tc will include the hiochcmcstry
degree question. a report from the
long-range planning committee on
"Criteria and Procedures for
Budgeting Emergencies" and the
confirmation of degrees.
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Group Proffers Grants

Caution Advisable When Answering Job Ads

<;

By Maria DeVarcnne
Ten students can receive $300 each lm research done at any New
Mexico university through grams sponsored by the local chapter of
Common Cause.
John Briscoe. ~tate chairman of the lll'gmwation, said rcscar.:h
topics should relate to Common Cause objectives and he relevant to
New Mexico.
Common Cau~c is a non-profit. non-partisan citizens lobbying mganization that works to improve the way federal rtnd stutc governments
operate.
The research must be done lbr aeademit: credit :It thl' sctlior or
graduate level with a faculty sponsor. The award recipient will receive
payment when the research is compktcd. Briscoe said.
He suggested such research topics as campaign financing, conflict
of interest in the Legislature or a handbook on regulatory agencies to
pmmotc citizen participation.
''There haven't been many inquiries'· for the grants, offered for the
first time in February, Briscoe said, "'and grants arc still available. The
research can be done in conjunction with class, such as a research
paper or independent study."
More infom1ation is available from Common Cause by calling
266-2800.

By Kristie Jones
and Maria DeVarenne

KungFu
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Co Doi!v Lobo
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New Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily

---------FREE Small Soft Drink
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with this coapoa aad the Puehaae
of a Haaab11111a ($1.30 or aaore)

I
OAI
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a .55¢ savings

266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE
with coupon expires 5-13-84
Home of the Latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll
frontier Restaaraat
II
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=~- .................................. --~ ............................
j

GOLD.EN FRIED

~
l

-

0

~

CHICKEN

. .

I
I ----------------~-----------------~
1 0 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
Z I
4 Dinner Rolls, and Pint
OI
1
1
of Spicy Beans
.o
1
I
$&.99
SAVE $1 ~!;I
I
·o 0 II
1
I
0 I
1
I
1
..1

j

1830 lomas
NE
242-2181

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
with coupon expires 5·13-84
5231 Central SW

0

.-==~;;;::===========================;:------------------·------------------~-----------------------------i
llhe
llhe
~oxY r<bt=Lt;CTIONS
I · +=OXY r<t;t=L[CTIONS
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I

( Unij,£.x dlai-r.

Q)c.:~.ign.

Exclusive 15% Discount to UNM
Students-~-AII Year Long!!

9a8~2~~3~m.
2000 Central SE

Across from UNM
Walkrns Welcome

I

(Uniu.x dlah ~~:l.iQn

I
I

I
I

..
Shampoo, Haircut, and Style $10.00
. Haircut & Perm $35.00

I

I ,.

I'1

_g A. I1

.0

Choose your impressions
from various selections
here at Foxy Reflections .

~

.

.r
v

842 8300
2000Cenfral SE

.,....
_>- ~

0

O

Cellophane, Henna $15.00

0
0

COUponExplresJune30.1984

1
I
I
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SANDWICH SHOPS

2 t 10 Carlisle and Interstate 40
.
on K·Mart parking lot
U.se Our Drive Up Window

I ---------------i------------------1
8 BIG BITE
I HAM-SWISS
zI
II HAMBURGERS 11 CHEESE
Q0 •
1
$ 198
I
_9 A. I
i oNLY
1I ONLY s129
.>- =- 1
EACH 8 0 I
I
I
0 II
I
I
1
.J
KOSHER PICKLE
GREY POUPON MUSTARD

1 IF YOU LIKE WHITE CASTLES®
YOU WILL LOVE BIG BITES

Phone 255-4248
4330 LOMAS, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

I
I
I
I
I1

ONE

GET
ONE
FREE

Contact: Max Sanchez 293-8118
Edie Blaugrund 821-3127
Hel'lzlaark, Pam..g Reallon
883·1181

Light Weight Hiking Foot Wear

From:
Asolo
Danner
Nlke
Fabiano
DMC

{':1 &

~..

.f}

~!

J.'Je . ·~~
~ ~·lt~-~··
'F .

THIS

COUPON
EXPIRES:
5-21·84

0

0 I

:9 A. I

I
g0 I
~ ::::t

() II

..-------------------------------..---------------------------------...1

Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.

Next To Lobo Theater
Call 268-7023

I

ftl!lll
Beturn of the
Short Shorts Contest

Every Wednesday
Final July 11
$1000 1st prize $300 2nd prize $200 3rd prize

Beturn of the
Disco Dance Contest
Every Thursday
Final July 19
$2000 1st prize $600 2nd prize $400 3rd prize

IT'S BREWIN' AT THE UNION!
Good Luck
With Finals

ALL DAY
LONG
NOW THROUGH
THE END OF
FINALS WEEK!
Today through May 11

FREE
small cup of coffee

WITH PURCHASE
OR
JUST 5¢ A CUP!

GOODI

offer good for all UNM Students

.....................................

Faculty & Staff

.Y

7

~ ~TBB

1 r~IL~~-·
2411 San Pedro NE 884·5113
t-4ew Mexico's Complete Backpacking Shop

•

Martial Arts

$$MAKE MOREY$$

•

----------------------------------·
I BUY
;~~~~-A~~·~
WITH . z I

.

Proven. Successful Business
Great Terms Available

EXPIRES 5·21-84
SAVE 60¢

The assistant said that within 90
days, the applicant must be able to
obtain one or more offers for a government job which includes "paio
vacations, excellent pay, sick days
and life-time job security."
The assistant said both unskilled
and skilled jobs that are "seldom
advertised" are available through
the "Guide to Employment" for
$27. The guide gives vital information on how to apply and what jobs to
apply for, said the assistant. ·
The guide is delivered by United
Postal Service, and the assistant
wanted to obtain either a Visa or
Mastercard number or an agreement
to pay cash on delivery.
"Protect yourself from unethical
companies by checking out their
selling practices before you accept a
position," the attorney general's release states. "If you accept a position and are expected to travel to
another country or state, make sure
you have enough money to get
home."
Some tips for job hunting:
• Make sure all promises are
made in writing.
• Read contracts thoroughly before signing or. traveling.
• Companies advertising travel
glorify the travel rather than the job,
which is usually a door-to-door sales
position, said state Attorney General
Paul Bardacke. This is another type
of sales technique for the finn, he
said.
• Beware of out-of-state companies that do not state their names
in the advertisements.
• Consider the cost of long dis-

lance phone calls before you call.
Area codes are listed on the back of
all telephone directories, so you can
call the operator for the cost of the
first three minutes; 800 numbers are
free, and 900 numbers carry a
charge of 50 cents.
• Be cautious about giving credit
card numbers over the phone.

fai Chi,

FOR SALE!

LIMIT 4

EXPIRES 5.21-84

1~================================::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~..............................

FRANK'S DRIVE-IN

.......,

an information packet through the
mail.
The long-distance phone call for
information costs approximately
$3. 70. An assistant takes general information about applicants and says,
"This is the fastest and easiest way
to get a government job, either local,
state or federal.''

UNM Bicycle Shop

1
1
1

~=====================================:;r---·-------------------------------·

I

It's the time of year to start job
hunting, whether you arc graduating
and joining the work force or need
summer employment. Altho11gh
most companies advertising job
openings are legitimate and honest
in their business dealings, some
might not be,
Jobs advertising travel should be
judged with caution. One ad carried
recently by several newspapers in
the state left several students
stranded in South America, according to an article by the New Mexico
Attorney General's Office.
"When students responded (to
the ad), they were told they had to
leave immediately," the release
states. "Students, who couldn't
speak Spanish, were left on comers
in South American cities to sell soap
door-to-door.'·
A New Mexico Daily Lobo reporter responded to an ad that offered
western travel which recently
appeared in a city newspaper. Applicants were required to attend an interview in a hotel room in the city
and fill out an application there. Applications could not be taken home.
After the forms were completed.
the interviewer gave a 10- or ISminute speech on company procedures and the product employees
would be selling. The product was a
nontoxic detergent strong enough to
remove oil and rust stains from cement driveways yet gentle enough to
wash clothes and would not irritate
skin, the interviewer said.
Employees had their choice of
working on a salary or commission
basis, but neither figures were available. "The figures keep changing so
often we don't take them with us,"
the interviewer said.
·
Employees arc paid at the end of
each month. The company pays for
one-third of the hotel room costs but
not for food or other expenses. the

interviewer said. If an employee has
no money but needs to eat, money is
given out on a "draw" system, by
borrowing against the next
paycheck. Room, board and entertainment expenses are handled this
way.
The interviewer said employees
are asked only for two weeks notice
if they wish to quit. The company
will then send the employee br1ck to
the city from which he or she was
hired. However, the training program lasts three months, and employees must sign a contract to remain with the company for this
period.
The interviewer also told applicants of the company's rules: no
drugs, no "fraternizing" between
male and female employees and no
hard liquor.· Beer is allowed only on
days off or when the supervisor
gives approval.
There is only one day off per
week, usually Sunday, and employees are encouraged to stay
together during this time. Roommates are not allowed to disc11ss
business or how well they did that
day. The interviewer said this was to
keep up morale,
The interviewer then took applicants into the hallway, She asked the
Daily Lobo reporter if she would be
willing to leave for San Francisco - where the company is presently working- the following
evening.
There was no contract available
for inspection. The interviewer
offered to mail a letter to the reporter's parents, but without letting the
reporter see it.
Another ad, for government jobs,
stating: "Thousands of vacancies
must be filled immediately; $17,634
to $50,112," may mislead some
into thinking the company will offer
you a job, if qualified, when you
call,
Instead, for a price, you receive

'nese C ture Cenf)~er

WE SERVE HOMEMADE PASTRIES!
Cake Doughnuts . . . • . • • 20c
Glazed Doughnuts . . . . . . 25c
Sweet Rolls, Bear Claws,
Maple Bars, Jefly·filled
Doughnuts .. .. .. • . .. • .. 35c

New Mexico

Doughnut Holes • , •• , • • • . 5¢
Chocolate Chip, Sugar,

Oatmeal Cookies . . . . . • • 29e
Small Brownies .. , •••••• 25¢
Large Brownies • • • • • • • • • 35¢

Paod lervlce
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Welcome to Albuquerque

l

fRAVE/oDCE

tbe~l UNM

52 units, direct dial phones, color TV, queen-size beds.
heated swimming pool, near several restaurants and shops
Individual Air Conditionina & Heat Control
We accept Major Credit Cards
Luther & Vivian Chambers, Owners-Managers

265~6961

One lll the gortls of the new dean
of the Anderson School of Management is to inrrcase the number of

* 3711 Central NE *ALB., NM 87108
or dial toll-free (800) 255-3050

I~-----------------·I

I
I
II

Earn $70.00
or more per month
as a Plasma Donor.

I
I
II

1 Your Plasma
is vitally needed for the production of many life 1
vacdnes.
I Help save lives and supplement your income. Call 266-5729 or I
I
I ilflply in person at
I
yALE BLOOD PLASMA
I
122 Yale Blvd. SE
I
I
I
for $5 BONUS
I
I
I
photo
I
I
I
I
~.1ving

Bnng thiS coupon wui1

valid

bt•aring I.D.
with Birlhdate.

Limit One I'N N~w Donor
Not Valid With Otlwr Coupon~
Offt•t lxplrPS 5-11 ·84

Anderson's
New Dean
Appointed

~-----------------·

full-time faculty and move the
school's ranking into the top 100
management schools in the country.
Jerry Jordan. who was naml~d as
successor to Morgan Sparks Friday
at a meeting of ASM faculty. regained the post he held from July
1980 wttil he left to take a position in
President Reagan's Council of Economic Advisers in April 1981. He
returned to the University of New
Mexico in July 1982 as a management professor.
'"The biggest single problem the
school faces is adequately staffing
programs," Jordan said.
Full-time faculty should be increased and part-time and visiting
professors reduced. and this can be
achieved by the University administration allowing ASM more authority to recruit, he said.
Jordan said construction of a new
m;~nagement building and rennovation of the existing one could help
attract both students and faculty.
Funding for the project, set a $7.6
million in general obligation bonds
by the 1984 Legislature, is scheduled for a vote in a state-wide election this November.
Jordan received his doctorate .in
economics from the University of
California at Los Angeles in 1969.
He worked with the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis from 1967 to
1975, rising to the position of <.lircctor of research.

a good buy
you · goodbye.

MULTI-PURPOSE
ADJUSTABLE TABLE Johnson Receives Education Award
FOR DINING,
DRAWING, ETC.
By Maria DeVarenne

Marvin D... Swede" Johnson.
vice president for student affairs,
alumni relations and development at
the University of New Mexico, has
been given the "Distinguished
Achievement Award" of the south·
west district of the Council for the
Advancement and Support of
Education.
The award was created by the district this year to recognize leadership
and service to institutional advancement. Johnson received the award
for his lengthy involvement with
CASE.
Johnson said he has participated
in activities, workshops and conferences since 1977 and was president
of the national organization in 198081.
CASE was formed 10 years ago
when the American Alumni Council

Lobo track and field contender Susan Qualls hurls the discus
in Sunday ahernoon's qualifying trial for the conference
championship meet.

merged with the American College
Public Relations Association, said
Johnson.
CASE works with various campus offices such as institutional
advancement, educational fundraising, student recruitment, alumni
administration, government and
public relations, he said,

The southwe~t district of CASE
comprises more than 200 schools,
colleges and universities, both public and private, in New Mexico.
Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana and
Oklahoma. More than 2.300 schools
belong to the national organization.
Johnson said he was "pleased and
honored" to receive the award.

t(

----Almanac---011 this date in history;
In 1763, Ottawa Indian Chief
Pontiac led a major uprising against
the British at Detroit.
In 1915, nearly 1,200 people, including 124 Americans, died when a
German U-boat sank the British liner Lusitania off the coast of Ireland.
In 1945, General Dwight
Eisenhower accepted the uncon-

ditional surrender of Nazi Germany
from General Alfred Jodi.
In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev said U-2 pilot Francis
Gary Powers, shot down over Russia May 1, had confessed he was on
an spy mission for the CIA.
In 1976, hundreds were killed
when an earthquake struck north-

eastern Italy.

NOW
ONLY

59

'

II

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.

.

00

This table adjusts from 16" to 34" 1n height. It tilts at
several angles to make a drawing table. The durable
surface reststs statns and heat and the brightly colored
tubular steel legs liven any room. This is a lot of table
for a law price.

Ed Abbey

TESt PREPARAtiON
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Will be signing his newbook

Beyond the Wall
Wednesday, May 9th

3:00-5:00 p.m.
at the

121 Jefferson NE
265-2524

Living Batch Bookstore

For Information About
OlnerCenlers In More Than
120 Mator US Cihes & Abroad

1!\6 Cornell SE

OUTSIDE N Y STATE
CALL TOLL fREE: 100·223·11!1!

This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before sum~
mer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class.
. To buy the phone you're leasing,
just call AT&T Consumer Sales &
© l!l~4. At&T 1rifnrtnatioti RysleJTi!-l

Service's toll-free number. It's that easy.
So call us before you say goodbye. Then
unplug your phone and take it with you.
And have a nice summer.

1·800·555·8111
Call this toll-free nwnber 24 hours a
day.

ATs.T
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Cities' Growth May Increase Drinking
Contact Lenses
Soft • Hard • Ast1gmat1C" UL-Ft>C..al

EXTENDED

WfAI<

V1suol Ano'vs's

Sandia
Vision
Clinic

•
298-20/20
1020 Eubank NE • Albuquerque • 87112

---------------~-

High on
Style.

Low on
Prices.
tine vintage
apparel
tor men and women

High Style
134 Harvard SE
(Next to the Hippo)
265-4365

SANTA FE CUP!) - The boom than tribes with disintegrating cul- should be identified so they can
avoid exposure, he said.
and bust of S<Jmc New Mexico towns ture, he said.
may be contributing to t~e s~ate's.
However, he said, despite the
He said doctors should work at
high alcoholism rate, a Umverstly of popularity of the theory, the sta~e's early identification of alcoholi~m ~o
New Mexico doctor said.
Indian population is not rcsponstble that victims can be treated early m
Dr. Lane Leckman, head of the for the state's high alcoholism rate.
the disease when recovery is more
UNM medical school Alcohol
"In New Mexico, we generally attainable.
Treatment Program, said he isn't like to point to Indians, but there arc
School-level education programs,
sure why New Mexico's alcoholism also high rates among Hispanics and
rate is one of the highest in the na- Anglos," he said. "To say it's an focusing on the health and s~~ial
tion. But, he said, the disruption Indian problem is to misrepresent risks of the disease, can act as Immunization," he said.
from the sudden growth of certain reality."
New Mexico cities may be a contri·
He said, however, society must
He said Indians are not necessaributing factor.
stop
glamorizing drinking.
"When the social support is unst· ly more susceptible to alcoholism.
When cigarette advertising was
able, it just overwhelms every- Indians, however, may be banned
by a habit of "gulping" their heaviest, before it was banned from
body," he said.
He said illness in general tends to drinks - a habit he said may have television, !..eckman said, smoking
.
increase with disruptions in society. resulted from the need to quickly was more widespread.
Lcckman spoke Thursday in the finish drinking before returning to
"More people smoked and more
first of a two-day New Mexico the reservation.
people smoked more,'' he said.
Medical Society conference on alco·
He said alcoholism should be treholism.
He said restricting liquor advertisated like an infectious disease.
He told a conference audience
Those who are highly susceptible ing could cut down drinking.
that no one doubts New Mexico has to alcoholism because of cultural in·
''The liquor industry needs to be
an alcoholism problem,
fluences or inherited tendencies brought under control," he said.
A recent study by the National
Institute of Alcohol and Alcohol
Abuse said New Mexico leads the
nation in motor vehicle accidents,
psoriasis and alcoholism.
"The figures are so outstanding... it's obvious there is a problem," he said.
He said alcoholism is not only a
medical problem. He said estimates
indicate it costs U.S. industry $23
billion in lost production and places
burdens on medical services.
He said 20 percent to 30 percent of
all hospital patients are alcoholics
and the family of an alcoholic visits
doctors more often than the average
person.
He said alcoholism tends to increase with the availability of alcohol and cultural values that encourage drinking. He said a culture that
encourages drinking exposes more
of the people who are susceptible,
because of hcrcditllfy factors, to
alcoholism to alcohol.
Alcoholism epidemics have taken
place after alcohol became more
available and before stressful
periods, he said.
He declined to point to any aspect
of New Mexico culture that encourages drinking, but did say New •
Mexicans consider it a right to drink
and drive, raising the traffic fatality
rate.
New Mexico law allows open
containers of alcohol in cars.
Attempts to change the law in the
last two ycltfs have been defeated.
He said the problem is increased
by the distances New Mexicans
drive.
He said societies with strong so· Ron and Jude· D'amato·Rocafote take advantage of the ~l~s
cial traditions, unlike those in boom tery winds Sunday with their "parking lot yacht," a sallmg
towns, tend to have lower alcohol- machine built by Albuquerquean Don Benning.
ism rates than changing societies.
Indian tribes with strong traditions have lower alcoholism rates

Tools Recreate Events of Past
Time and geographic space arc
the archeologist's basic tools. From
these, the broad events of prehistory
are recreated. Each artifact, site,
style of architecture and so on gains
its basic meaning from a place, or
niche, in time and space. This is why
archeologists are so preoccupied
with dating and naming things.
It is as if evety niche were a piece
in a jigsaw puzzle. But, each is given
a name, and that name tells not only
where it belongs but also in what
order to lay it down, Obviously, the
first archeologists to piece together
the jigsaw of New Mexico's past had
a much more fonnidable task than
contemporary archeologists.

in new mexico
As they recreated an outline of
events from like artifacts and
architectural styles, they had no
fool-proof way to evaluate whether
the picture they had created was upside-down or right-side up, timewise.
For decades, archeologists relied
on the idea of'' progress'' to arrange
their finds in rough chronological
order. Over time, human inven·
tions, ideas and society were argued
to be gradually and systematically
transfonned, step by orderly step,
from the simple to the complex.
However, this scheme didn't always work. From time to time,
societies actually regress, or simplify, after suffering catastrophe. It
happened here in New Mexico after
the decline of Chaco Canyon.
Gradually, these difficulties diminished. First, archeologists excavated sites to dctcm1ine the relative
~cquence of ceramic styles in layers
of room and kitchen midden deposits. This is the technique of
"stratigraphy," made famous by
...
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A. V. Kidder at Pecos Pueblo just
after World War I.
Later, in the 1920s, an astronom·
er from Arizona developed the technique of accurately dating wooden
building beams through tree-ring
analysis.
Then, about 1950, following developmental work on the atomic
bomb, the Carbon-14 dating technique came into use. It has continually
been refined. More recently,
archeologists have learned how to
date the clay linings of ancient cooking hearths.
Clays contain minute magnetized
particles which "line up'' with the
earth's magnetic field. The direc·
tion, or polarity, of these magnetic
fields changes from time to time.
When the clay is fired, the earth's
magnetic condition at that moment
is "frozen" in the clay for all time,
These techniques are used pri·
marily in excavation where a site is
"peeled" layer by layer. So, Southwestern archeologists came to
know, for instance, a great deal about the sequence of architectural and
ceramic styles at the towns in Chaco
Canyon or in the Mimbres River
country of southern New Mexico.
They also eventually knew the
sequence of broad stages of culture
history which had preceded those
towns, as far back as 9500 B.C.
Now, that is a lot to know, but there
is also much they did not know.
In the early days, most archeolo·
gical infonnation was obtained from
a few large, well-excavated sites.
For all the detail about these few big
Chaco or Mimbres sites, no one
could tell you how many "Chacoan" sites there were altogether or
where they were located.
Without that infonnation, it was
impossible to say just what Chaco
Canyon represented. Was it a religious center, the capital of a political
state or just two dozen grand village
sites - a few centuries of ambitious oddity built in the middle of
nowhere? How is one to discover the
answer'!
It would be rather like excavating
old Philadelphia. but nowhere else.
Archeologists could easily identify
architectural styles like the Colonial, the Federalist and so on. They .
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would surely find'the Liberty Bell.
Yet, they would have no idea what
that symbol tied together - they
would have no accurate concept of
the "United States" until they surveyed and excavated much farther
afield.
So today, survey archeologists
are fleshing out our knowledge by
detennining the size and shape of the
Chaco System as well as proceeding
and subsequent ones. But the field
surveyor's job could not be accomplished without the detailed chronological infonnation that comes from
excavation.
Every day, archeological field
crews assign dates to kinds of pottery found lying on the ground surface. The dates are known because
other sites were excavated.
A survey archeologist does not
see a whole site- just the slice of it
that lies on the surface. That slice is
like the rich frosting on a cake the major portion of the site lies
buried and unseen. Thus, one often·
describes the icing while not knowing the kind of cake it covers.
Frequently, recent artifact
assemblages overlay much older
ones. For example, it is quite common for masonry houseblocks of the
A.D. 1000 to 1500 period to lie
above pithouses of the A.D. 500 to Civil engineering student Keun-Wook Yi takes aim through a
surveying transit while making a topographic map of the duck
800 period.
At other places, a site has been pond area.
scoured away to leave visible only a
jumbled layer of artifacts. Even
when different pottery styles are present, it would be impossible to place
most in the correct chronological
order, unless they had been dated
elsewhere from intact stratigraphic
deposits.
It is' for these reasons that
Libraries at the University of New Mexico will operate under the
archeological knowledge advances
following schedules during finals week:
most rapidly when the techniques of
Zimmerman: Monday through Thursday- 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.;
tedious survey on foot are combined
Friday
- 8 a.m. to midnight; Saturday- 9 a.m. to 6 p.m ..
with the meticulous methods of exParish: Monday through Thursday- 9a.m. to II p.m.; Fndaycavation.
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.: Saturday- 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
© 1984. David E. Stuart, Ph.D.,
Fine Arts and Tireman: Monday through Friday - 8 a.m. to 6
Albuquerque, N .M.
p.m.; Saturday- 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
North Campus libraries will keep their regular hour~. Law library:
Monday
through Thursday - 8 a.m. to midnight: Friday - 8 a.m. to
11
~' Display Advertising
10 p.m.
y More Than 150 1
Medical library: Monday through Thursday - 7:30 a.m. to 11
p.m.; Friday-7:30a.m. to 6 p.m.; Saturday- 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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ABORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINICrS

Your Own Post-Office Box
Available

WOMEN CLINIC
. WELL
Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,

Rent your own post-office box fill' a month
& receive a free month with this coupon
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YD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOk APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
107 Girard SE 87104
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Forl,286
different W'ays
to look good.
trust Pearle.
What makes our frame collection so
special isn't the number of choices. it's the
number of good choices.
But the best frame is the frame that looks
best on you. And that's what our optician is
trained to help you find.
Bec... .Jse we're out to eam your trust.

PEARLE
vtston center

Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
4300 Central Ave. S.E.
West Central Plaza
268•2008
4410A Central Ave. s.w.
831-5326
Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A J'llenaul Blvd. N.E.
1183·0077
' 1983. Pearle Health Services, Inc .
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THE
"WILDERNESS
CENTRE
A Complete line of
Equipment
for the Backpacker
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Latest esthnates from pre-registration figures
Classes begin June 4 .

Regular Enrollment
7,000
Continuing Education Enrollment
Credit Progr·ams
Non-Credit Courses
Non-Degree Courses

I ,000
2,000
2,000

112 Tulane SE
265-7707

Independent Post Box
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The Only Thai Restaurant In Town
Offering A 10% DiseoJUtt on
MONDAY DllWIERS
wUh Uals ad
106 Buena Vista
247-9205

299-2716 8206 Menaul 299-6644
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

Congratulates the Graduating Seniors
Remember: Developing Kits Are
Available Starting From $39.95

rr,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l

Boca's
[!]4D~cj;
M<"xl<'<m Hestaurant & Cocklail Loung<'
All Major Crt>dit Cards Accepted
II a.m. ro 0 p.m. Sun. · Thurs.
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. l'riday and Saturdar
265·26:J6
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Steel Pulse, a reggae band from
,I England, hopes to forge new inroads
.! on the ground they broke in the Un:··.\ ited States two years ago.
.1
Praised by the late Bob Marley
· · • when they fusedpunk with reggae in
t the late 1970s, the band broke
·.: · through to U.S. audiences with their
'82 True Democracy tour. The critically acclaimed album became the
group's bestseller and the most successful reggae album of the year.
Lead singer David Hinds hopes
their latest release, Earth Crisis, of
which h(l is the sole songwriter, will
go further in spreading the philosophy of their music to a wider audience. Hinds is quick to say that
though Rastafara is at the heart of
their music, it is not religious.
"Music is cultural," he stresses.
"Religion's got 'em confused and
antagonistic toward each other.

Japanese history as told through
the eyes of Japanese filmmakers will
be the material for an innovative
new course to be offered in the fall.
"Studies in Film: Japanese Film
and History,'' offered jointly by the
history department and the Theater
Arts Film Program, is a new venture
to be co-taught by history Professor
Frank Ikle and film Professor Ira
Jaffe.
"I'm real excited about the prospects," remarked Jaffe, the only
faculty member in the art department who teaches film courses.
"There's a great deal of student interes!thein 20th
film century
in general.
is, afterall,
art It
form.''
The course will showcase a generous selection of Japanese cinema,
dating from the 1950s, and includes
the titles Sansho the Bailiff (1954)
by Kcnji Mizoguchi and Peasams of
the Second Fortress ( 1971) hy
Ogawa.
"Japanese Film" will be a threecredit-hour course. scheduled for
Monday, Wcdnusday and Friday
aftumoons in Rodcy Theater. It is
listed in the Schedule of Clas~cs
under history 320-002 and film 330001.
Other courses taught by Jaffe will
be "Introduction to Film" (film
210-00 I) and the more technical
project-oriented "Elements of Filmmaking" {film 390-Q{JI).
"There's enormous interest in
film at this University. It's too bad
there .isn't more funding. We really

~I
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By C. Heinze
Theater arts students always seem
to be complaining that their chances
of ever gaining a foothold in the
"real thing" are slight. Well, here
arc a few former University of New
Mexico student-turned-playwright
success stories to keep up those

Film Professor Ira Jaffe
don't have the kind of facilities or
budget needed for a more complete
curricula," said Jaffe.
Despite these problems, the film
program continues to provide a constantly varied offering of films and
related readings for the survey

courses. The film 328 course offered
this semcsctcr played host to a striking array of American and foreign
work, including films from such diverse, and sometimes conflicting
movements, as the French New
Wave and the American Classic Em.

hnpc~.

* Christy Mendoza wrote Kodak
Modulations. which was produced

at the rifth Estate Theater in Los
Angclc~ in the spring of 1982. The
play was expanded. retitled Redneck
Grapl!ics and staged as part of
UNM\ Summer Fest '82. She also
wrote The li'ould·Be Sama and a
modern adaptation of Sleeping
Beau(r. both produced by the Albuquerque Little Theater in I 983.
* Brothers Wade and Brent
Stevens collaborated on The Boob in
the Tube, a comedy first produced as
partofUNM'sSummerFest'81 and
which in 1982 won them the Norman Lear Playwrighting Award.
Winning this national competition earned them $1,000, an invita·
tion to the Shenandoah New Playwrights Retreat and an offer to write

Last Chance To Witness Chaco Phenomenon'
1
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By Maureen Cummings
The Chaco Phenomenon, Maxwell Museum's exhibit on the prehistoric society that exisled in northwestern New Mexico, will leave the
University of New Mexico May 27

THE
'' IRACLE!''

to begin a :3 112 year North American
tour.
The exhibit, which includes
photographs of several hundredroom structures called "The Great
Houses," was designed as a traveling show, said the museum's assistant director. Linda Bahm.
Bahm said other institutions were
contacted and showed great interest
in the Chaco exhibit which •'catches
the popular imagination."
The exhibit was timely at UNM
because it coincided with the conclusions of the Chaco Center's re·
search project and because the Cha·
co Canymi area is nnw vulnerable to
the mining ~ilc\ around it.

"We want to figure it out before
we lose it forever," Bahm said.
The next exhibit will be "Twenty-five Years of Discovery at Sardis," which begins June 22. This
exhibition will examine the major
discoveries made by the HarvardCornell archeological expedition in
southwest em Turkey.
And on July 8, "Shared Images:
Pueblo Pottery Designs and Mission
Church Decoration" opens at the
Maxwell Museum. This exhibit explores some novel design ideas used
by Pueblo Indian potters when the
first Spanish settlers came to tim Rio
Grande Valley.

Steel Pulse comes to our comer of
the world May 13, when it will play
an outdoor concert at the P11olo
Soleri Theater in Santa Fe. The concert starts at 2 p.m. with special
guest Big Beat. Advance tickets are
available for $10 at Giant Ticket
Centers.

three stol) treatments for the television series Tile Jejfersons.
One of these was produced and
appeared on TV last winter, and the
Stevens brothers were recently
asked to submit more story treatments.
"' Michael Jones' Castles Rising
won the Southwest Theater Festival
best drama award in the mid-70s. He
also wrote Brother c~f Dragons,
Companion to Owls. which was produced by the University of Albuquerque and optioned for a year at
the Mark Taper Forum in Los
Angeles, though it was not staged.
* Jim Graebner, professionally
known as "Grubb.'' had Baseball
Wh•es produced at the Harold Clurman Theater in New York City. A
staged reading of Tire Wilmers ofthe
White Atomic Sll'eepstakes, a play
set in Albuquerque, took place this
year at the Circle Repertory Theater.
also in New York.
Brian Levant graduated in 1977
and for the last two years has been
one of the principal writers for the
TV series Happy Days.
Theater arts Professor Robert
Hartung, who teaches a drama play-

wrighting and directing class, said
there are two competitions to which
he would recommend beginning
playwrights submit their scripts:
The Eugene O'Neill Theater
Competition in Waterbury, Conn.,
in which "those selected spend the
summer there and produce their
plays under the supervision of professional directors and dramaturgists in a Greek theater and in an
idyllic setting of apple groves."
The other place, he said, b the
Actors' Theater of Louisville, Ky ..
where nine plays - all by new
American playwrights - arc done
in repertory at the world-famous
annual Humana festival in Fl!bruary.

r

Steel Pulse will play Santa Fe Sunday.

Help Wanted!
Undergraduate
Students Needed
For ASUNM Positions
Applications are being accepted now for the
1984-85 School Year at the ASUNM office for all
executive agencys and committee positions.
Your input will be valuable on the:
Popular Entertainment Committee Elections Commission
Speakers Committee
Student Publications Board
Lobby Committee
Student Travel Center
Fiesta Committee
Tutorial Service
TeJctbook Coop
Student Court
Film Committee
".and many more
Students Standards and Grievances

Help make your University better by
Making your student government more responsible.
For more Information col/ 277-5528 or
drop by the ASUNM Office Rm. 242 S.U.B.
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Give your brain a break. Domino's Pizza®
will deliver your favorite, made-to-order,
great tasting pizza in 30 minutes or less.
So take a break and call Domino's Pizza
right now. It's one of the smartest things
you can do during finals!

B1g River Corp. Prewnts

Call Us

STEEL PULSE

Cassette
or LP

We're talking about a philosophy."
That philosophy, says Hinds in a
phone interview with the Daily
Lobo, is to see the ''light in yourself
as an individual and how to progress
as an individual; to fear God; to
know who he is and what he stands
for; and to recognize that he is why
things are how they are today."
But reggae, says Hinds, is also
about the ''unification of black people. The second principle is repatriation, of the mind as well (as the
African nation)." He urges, "Be
aware of your situation as well. We
(blacks) arc the ones who need uniting the most.''
Hinds enjoys playing in America,
where, he says, people are more responsive to the lyrics. A big following in the United States is good for
the band because "in many ways,
America is the world, isn't it?"

Playwright Success Stories Told

for nury-out servln• C'all
:J31l Central AV<', NE
B<'tWl'l'n Carlisi<' and Girard
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Rasta Reggae Jammin'
:In Santa Fe Outdoor Gig

Course Preview

(fkross from UNM, behi.nd 31 Flavors)

Open Monday through BRtHrday:
11 · 2 L.unch
5:30-9 Dinner
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Arts

THAI HOUSE

D,

SPECIAL GUEST

BIG BEAT
..
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262-1662
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3920 Central S.E.
Hours:
11 am-1 am Sun.-Thurs.
11 am•2 am Fri. & Sat.
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Save on the debut album from
Texas' own Maines Brothers Band,
featuring the song
"You Are A Miracle."

Sunday, May 13 • Mother's Day • 2 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theatre
Cerrillos Rd. • Santa Fe

Offer good through May 12, 1984.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL GIANT TICKET CENTERS
General Stores (Alb. & Santa Fe)
The New Wild West Music
Sub Box Office, UNM Campus
KAFB Reo Center
Que Pasa Records (Taos)
Candy Man; Music and More (Santa Fe)

Wlnrock Center

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS" FREE.

c 1984 Domino's Pizza,ltle

43•0257-044
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Windy Jazz at KiMo
By ,Jo Schilling

Laurie Anderson: Avant-.Pop in Popejoy
By R ..J. Olivas
The last time I met musk that
turned my head around was in JlJ7f.J.
Sure, there have been zillions of
great songs from good artists sim:e
then. but some revelations arc long
ovcrdu<!.
The >UilllllCr or '71.) witnessed a
pop llJll';ic lover with cars steeped in
Bowie ani.! Eno. to what was then
c~lled punk. to the Door.\, to younamc-it-1-luli.l-hcard-it tunc,, I was
just becoming familiar with synthesizer 'tuff from the German front:
Kraftwcrk and Tangerine Dream.
Pink Floyd was old hat hy then. The
11rst wave of heavy met;~! was cold
history; the second was still in diapers. The only new sounds on the pop

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL STUDENTS

scene were disco and punk.
And then l heard a group who
called itself Can. lts records were
hurd to find and difficult to get
accustomed to but thoroughly intriguing. its most immediately accessible material was fun, danceable,
provocative. The other stuff was
challenging. assaulting. demanding. But it was all put together with
a polish and sincerity that could not
be ignored.
C;~n remains cnigm;~tic: I can't
seem to get enough even after I think
I've had more than enough.
Well. it's happened again. And
it's about time. Lauric Anderson's
sound compels and challenges, enthralls and enlightens.
Her 11rst album on a major label,
Big Science. was released in 1982 to
critical acclaim and modest commerci;~l success. The single "0 Superman" went to No. 2 on the British charts.

Albuquerque Museum East Gillery - Ninth
annual exbihit!on of the Western Federa!ion of
WatercolarSocietiesj through June 17.
Tn.Ues and Crarts Co-op (323 Romero
N.W,)- Wallhanglngs by Mary Frances Fisk,

May6-19.

May 8·12

9:30-1:30

Tuesday $1 well, wine, draft
Wednesday ladies night
Thursday free beer

JOIN US
BIGVALLB'Y

RAMCH C01WPANY
Smk Dom & Lm ge

M11rlposa (113 Romero N.W,)- May ~June
10: Sally Bachman, Tapestries; David Joy,
Vapor Fired Porcelain; Louise Laval, Iconsi

Crimes of the Heart will be presented by the
Albuquerque Little Theater May 11·27. Tuesday
through Friday at 8 p.m., Saturdeys at 6 and 9
p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets areS6. There
will be a special performance f()r students on
Thursday, May 10 at 7:30 p.m. Student tickets

Christine and Mark Hickman, Jewelry: Oold and
Other Elements. Opening May 6, 2·5 P.m.
Wlldlne
Gallery(90l
Rio
Grande
N.W.)- Raymond

!1.
TickelS areSS.
Gorty Storlts will be prc;"sented at the UniYersity
of Albuquerque Stage One at 8 p.m., May 11·14.
On Being will be prc~cnted at the Vonex Thealer
May 4-27. Friday$ and Saturdays at 8 p.m., and
Sundays at 2:30p.m. Tjck(fS areSS.

1

(

Laurie Anderson will appear in concert May 29 in Popejoy Hall.

Now. Anderson follows with
Mister Heartbreak (Warner Bms.).
breaking new ground, enlisting the
talents of Adrian Belew of King
Crimson. Peter Gabriel, Nile Ro·
gcrs. Phoebe Snow and David Van
Ticghem, a percussionist who has
played with Steve Reich and Talking
Heads.
Mr. Hearrbreak also features beat
poet William Burroughs on the
evocative cut "Sharkey's Night."
Her songs arc full of the quirky.
the anecdotal. The performances heralded by John Rockwell in the

New York Times as "a new kind of
musical theater . . . a way for the
opera of the future" - sing livid
visions of modern life.
Lauric Anderson brings her multimedia concert performance to Albuquerque May 29. The Center for
Contemporary Arts, a Santa Febascd arts promotion organization.
is presenting the show in Popejoy
Hall because of the large turnout expected.
The concert is a benefit for the
Center for Contemporary Arts. and
20 percent of the ticket reven\le will
be used to match the National En-

Teacblaa Gallery (New Art Building)- Senior
thesis. by Andy Martin on dl!play throuah May

II.

dowment for the Arts Advancement
Grant recently awarded to the organization.
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets arc $13, $16 and $18 and are
available at the. Popejoy Hall box
office or by contacting the Center for
ContempDrary Arts in Santa Fe at
982-1338.
"I met a guy- and he looked
like he might have been Cl hat check
clerk at an ice rink- which. in
fact. he rumed out to be _ . . am//
said: 011. Boy. Right ARain.'' Lyrics
from seven-inch Evatonc disc.
Laurie Anderson.

Jonson

Retrospective,

opening May 11,6-8 p.m.
UNM Art Mu .. um North Golltrr - Nell
Morgenstern speaking on HDocumentary
Pholograph)l 11 Thursday, Mny 10, at2 p.m.
UNM Art Museum- Acquisition Highlights:
1981~1983. Celebrating the Museum's 20th
Anniversary, opening May 20.
Smlth$0nlan Eveat1 In Albuquerque- Two
lectures: Tu~day, May 8_,. at 7 p.m., Lloyd
Herman speaks on ucraH Jnto An: Decades of
Change In America." Wednesday, May 9 at 7
p.m., Valerie Fletcher speaks on "Modem
Sculpture: Rodin to Picasso. 11 Both are sUd~
illustrated lectures at Rodey Theater. 'Tickets are
$2 at the Fine ArlS Do• Office.
Albuquerque United Artlltl- "Jnspiration
From th~ Landscape" is AUA's first ~xhiblt in
its new aallel)'. Located at 821 Mountain Road
N.W., theshowruns!rom May6 tolune2,
Ruth Ramber1 Gallery (2931 Monte ViSio
N.E.)- L<ePieken photographs May I-ll.
Munm of flue Arll (Santa Fe)- 11 Soutlr
west/Midwc.stEilchanae," May 5-Junc 8.

Becket will be presented by the Classics Theater
Company May 11·13 at the KiMo Theater.

Take Time Out Of Your Finals For:

BABE RUTHLESS

James Newlon Wind Qulntft will perform at the
KiMo Th.cater Muy 19. Tickets are S7.
Laurie Anderson will be at Popejoy Hall May 29.
Tickets are$18, $16 and Sll.
Blu" J)ay al the Madrid Ball Park. Sponsored
by New Mex.ico Jazz Workshop. JuM 3, 3 p.m.
Tieken arc 54.50.
Leon Redbonr will be at the Paolo Solerl in
Santa Fe June 7. Tickets are $1 1.2S at Ghun
oudelS.
Van, llalen will be at Tingley Coliseum June 7 &
8. Both shows are sold out.
Ralph Towner will be at the K!Mo Theater June
IS at 8 p.m. Tickets are 7~SO.
Julio l&leslu will perform June23,1ocation to be
arranged, Tickets will go on sale May 9 at Giant
Ticket Outlets.

Tbump~ou

Galler'
(Student Union
Bullding) - Cynthia Bennetl acf)'lia on display
through May 18,
Ualnnlly of Ne" Mellko Art MucaiB (Fine
Arts Center) Photo&r•phs from the per·
manenl collection on display in the North
Oallef)' through May 13: MA!MFA Ellhibhlon
on display in the Upper and Lower Oallerles
through May ll.
Mu ..ell Mu1eam of A•tkropolop (Universly or
New Mexico Campus) - "The Chaco
Phen()menon 11 on display through May
27i'•Tuming LeaYes: Photographs from
Japanese·American Families In Gallup New
Mc:xicou on disp"lay through July t.
Albuquerque Museum (2000 Mountain Road
N.W,)- "Pueblo Deco." Art Deco
Arcl1iltcturc: in the Southwest. Color pholos and
architecru,at plans of 17 buildings built between
192'1·1940.

Anne~ II

(4100CentraiS,E,)- D'Mere.
Bla Valley (8904 Menaul N.E.)- May 8·12.
Babe Ruthless; May IS·I9, SJoneEqual; May2126, Incognito,
C..o!etd'o (Monlgomer)l at Eubank) -May 712, Speciol K.
Coopen.. (1220 Lomas Blvd. N.E.)- May 919, LindaCotloni May23·26 1 Dis Beat.
C..wboyo (33(11 Juan TnboN,E.). May 11·12 &
18-19, Ronnie Warin~n May 25·26 1 ThreeLegged Willie; Every Sunday and Monday, Duke
City Allstars.
Danbl'a (2900 Coors N.W.)- MayiJ.Il, Linda
Cotlon: Moy 16-20, Eddie Peak; May 21·26,
Amips.

Friar'• Nortb (4410 Wyoming N.E.)- May 712,NXT.
F~ar'o Pub (6825 Lomas N.E.)- Moy 7-12,
505; May 13, Breakers; May 14-19, NXT: Moy
20, Magn~ti.x; May 2.1·26. Atlantis.
Lau""h She (Montaomer)l Plaza)- Strlderz to
May 12: ShakerstoMay31,
999'• (7209 Central N.E.) - May 9, Drcak~rs;
May 16, Sat. Friday; May 23, James Blond; May
30, Crawling Walls.
Senor Buck~la (4100 San Mateo Lane
N.E.)- May II & 12, Face-Tc>-Faco;May 18&
19, Babe Ruthless: May 25 & 26, Tease Boys.

Thompson T"lu/Rellex will be at Popejoy Hall
May7, Tlcl<etsare$10.75,
Rush will be at Tingley Coliseum May 7. Ti<kets
are$13,25 at Olant oullets.
Wsye NnvtonlL1rry GaOin A Gallln Brotben

Band will be at Tinsley Coliseum May B. Tl<kets
areS14.75 at Oiant outJeu,
Steele Pulse will be at the Paolo Soleri in Santa
Fe May 13. Tlckmare$10.75 otOiarotoutleiS.

The James Newton Wind Quintet blow~ into town May 19 at 8 p.m.
in the KiMo Theater.
~eadcd by Newton on flute, the group nlso in dudes John Carter on
clan net, Red Callender on tuba, Charles Owens on oboe and English
·
hom, and Jl'hn Nunel on bnssoun.
The group's first album. "The Mystery School," was proi.lu.:cd in
1980. A new album is scheduled to he recorded Iuter this month.
The ensemble explores the full range of Black American music,
from. New Orleans to contemporary chamber music. When not perfomung on tour, Newton, Carter, Callender and Owens constitute the
founding faculty of the Wind College in Los Angeles.
Newton holds the No. I position of flute players in the Downhem
International Critics Poll and the Downbeat Readers Poll. He will
teach a two-week intensive master clas~ in flute at the Bndhi Mandala
Center in Jemez. Springs this summer.
Roy Durfee, project director for "Class Acts," New Mexico's
newest arts organization which is hosting the show at the KiMo, calls
their music ''chamber jazz."
Tickets for the show arc $7 and are available at Natural Sound, the
Candyman in Santa Fe, and the KiMo ticket office.

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
hundreds of components in stock
all reconditioned and double checked

60 DAYS lABOR WARRAN'IY
SAVE 'Y2 OR MORE ON NEW PRICES
on clear\ high quality equipment
we pay cash or take trades
for your saleable Items,
working or non-working

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.
1616 Eubank N.E.
9a.m.-6p.rn
3 blks. North of Constitution

8904 Menaul NE
!t'

universal travel service

I

N

No Charge for
011r Sen:ices
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: Pizza! :
: 1\vo delicious pizzas!
I

One low price! :
262-1491

I
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I

Buy any
Size Original
1 Round Pizza at
I regular price

1

' the identical
pizza free
with this coopon!
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I1

Fair Plaza Shopping Center
6001 Lomas N.E.

coupon

Full Sen·ice
Guit:u- Center
'
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Lessons
Ucntuls
Sales
Rcpuil·s

143 Harvard SE • 265-3315

N.M. Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
17¢ per word per issue, four or less
times.
12¢ per word per issue, five or more
consecutive times (no refunds).
$1.00 minimum charge.
Deadline is 1 p.m. the business day
before the ad is to run.
131 Marron Hall 277-6228

Folletts University
Center Bookstore
University of Albuquerque

298-7566
Mon.-Sat.
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Olympic Torch Relay Starts Cross-Country Journey
From Staff and Wire Reports
An 82-day Olympic torch odyssey begins Monday and covers
9,000 miles, culminating in the
kindling of the flame at the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum on the
evening of July 2B to signal the
opening of the XXIII Summer
Games.
After the flame arrives by air from
Greece, two of the grandchildren of
Olympic heroes Jesse Owens and
Jim Thorpe start the first kilometer,
currying the 2 V2-pound, 22-inch
long tcrches in 8:30a.m. EDT ceremonies at the United Nations Plazn.
Each torch has enough propane fuel
to last 45-60 minutes.
The long distance relay will ultimately involve more than 4,000 runners and a 250-person AT&T cadre
that includes former Olympic champions Bruce Jenner, Rufer Johnson
und Donna de Verona. More than" 50

percent of the country's people are
situated along the zig-zag route
through the United States.
One point of controversy exists
involving the relay. Greek Olympic
officials have criticized a sponsorship program which permits
donors to contribute $3,000 to a
youth progrnrn for every kilometer
(. 62 mile) covered by a designated
runner.
William Higgins, project manager for AT&T Communications,
disputes the claim of commercialism
by the Greeks.
"This is a unique Olympic situation,'' Higgins said at a Friday press
briefing. ''The 1984 Summer Olympics is not government funded and is
not costing the taxpayers a dime .
Money derived from the relays will
benefit the public since the contributions of more than $12 million go to
youth groups.
"This program docs not interfere

with the Olympics. But industry
docs have a hand in the Olympic
backing. We couldn't have the
games this year if not for sponsors.
Southern California and the Shah of
Iran were the only two areas that bid
for the 1984 Summer Games.
"Companies involved are actually losing money with their sponsorship. They could be using the
momc:y for other purposes."
Charles Mitchell, AT&T communications director, said the firm's
cadre of runners will average I 0
miles a day in all kinds of weather to
supplement the kilometer joggers.
There will be 17 new cadre runners
each week to assure the crosscountry journey will end on sche·
dule,
Mitchell also figures that 675,000
volunteers from the Telephone
Pioneers of America, a social organization, will assist in the logistics
of torch carrying.

A 37-vehicle caravan has been
organized as a special support system for the runners. One converted
motor home is 37 feet long and designed as a medical center, complete
with facilities to handle cardiac patients and providing whirlpool treatment for aching limbs.
The torch route runs from the
New York area north to the historic
landmarks of Boston, then south
through Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington. The journey continues
northwest through Virginia, West
Virginia, the industrial areas of
Pennsylvania and Ohio. through Detroit to Chicago.
Then it's south again, through Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, North
Carolina and Georgia before turning
west across Alabama, northern Mississippi and eastern Arkansas to
Missouri.
Kansas City and Dallas are subsequent routes, with the trail then

RS
Co-Ree - 1st

Co-P.ec-2nd

Co-P.ec-3rd

PUNCH DOWL SPIKERS

FORCE

DJ COMPANY

Norman Schreifels
Miles Price
Sedric Allrunner
Michelle Hedrick
Junko Pukuda
Theresa Trijillo
Mary Griggs
Cathy Trijillo

Patty Romero
Danny 1\omero
Roger Conard
Bob Gossard
Tina Patterson
Jerry Patterson
Julie Thomas
Karen Douglas
John Wilson

Kimberly Yost
Annette Candelaria
Holly Smith
Fred Weller
D.J. Jones
Joe Defmayer

WAC Adopts 45-Second Clock

winding through New Mexico, Colorado, Utah and Idaho to Seattle and
south thro1.1gh Portland, Reno, Sacramento, San Francisco und the final
destination of Los Angeles.
A spokesperson for the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee said the torch will tentatively
pass thro!.lgh Albuquerque on June
19.

DENVER (UPI) - The Western
Athletic Conference has decided to
institute a 45-secdnd shot clock for
the 1984-85 basketball season,
pending approval from the NCAA
Basketball Rules Committee.
Under the proposed rule adopted
by the WAC Council during its
spring meeting in Denver, the shot
clock would run for an entire game,
including non-conference games at
WAC sites. The visiting nonconference team, however. would
have to approve the use of the clock
prior to the game.

Gymnast Off
To Pre-Trials
University of New Mexico
junior Matt Arnot will be one of
72 gymnasts in Chicago Friday
nnd Saturday to compete in the
USA Nationals.
The top 18 finishers at the meet
will qualify for the Olympic trials
to be held in Jacksonville, Fla.,
June 2-3.
Arnot said he is "fairly confident" he'll make the trials. UNM
Head Coach Rusty Mitchell
agreed. "I think we're on track
doing what we have to do."
Arnot hasn't been able to practice some high-risk tricks because of minor shoulder soreness
but must perform them in competition to win points. He said he
is about 95 percent effective
now.
Neither Mitchell nor Arnot is
concerned about Arnot· s poor
showing at the NCAA meet in
Los An'gcles last month. In his
first event, Arnot accidentally
broke the vaulting board but was
not allowed another vault, Mitchell said.
"1 don't care how good you
arc," the coach said. "things can
aTfect your pcrfornmnci: after a
letdown like that after you've
worked all year for one really big
meet."

In other action during the council's spring meeting Tuesday, the
panel recommended an increase in
football officiating fees from $250
to $300 and in basketball from $200
to $225, A per diem increase from
$50 to $70 was also recommended to
the WAC President's Council,
which was to consider the proposals
at its meetings Sunday and today.

MOM
BOOliS

The designated sites for the l9B4B5 championship events are: crosscountry at Brigham Young as a joint
NCAA qualifying meet, WAC, Big
Sky and High Country Athletic Conference race; indoor track at New
Mexico; wrestling at Wyoming;
swimming at Hawaii; golf at
Wyoming; outdoor track at New
Mexico and tennis at Colorado
State. Baseball will be held at the
site of the Northern Division chamWhile its not the NBA playoffs, UNM students engage in pion.
high-flying hoop action in Johnson Gym.
The 1984 baseball championships
were awarded to Hawaii by virtue of

Regular Lobo Readers'
Discounts

Tune Up

3407 Central NE,
Just West Of Carlisle

1JlUI

BOOKSTORE

Before or after finals, get together with a
river. On May 4th or 14th run the Rio Grande
through the Taos Box with Mountains and
Rivers and forget your troubles lor a day
Special rale ol $48.00 (reg. $60.00) includes professional guides, a hearty lunch.
and lots of thrills. Call Mountains and Rivers
for the details.

265-5170

Levi's

Wrangler

SHRINK TO FIT

JEANS
CORDS
PAINTER'S PANTS

501's
BOOT CUT

~·

~

;rr~

Official Vehidc of lhe U.s. Volleyball Association

• Bronco Il has a tighter
turning radius than
the S-1 0 Blazer or
Jeep CJ's.
• Twin-Traction Beam
~uspension for
controlled riding.

Sale
$1.85
$3.75
$5.00
$8.00

Parts, Accessories, Clothing, Bikes from $150

AT

FORD BRONCO II has
the most powerful V-6
enuine and more horsepower and torque than
Chevy S-10 Blazer.

Regular
$2.50
$4.50
.$6.00
$15.00

27 x 1Y. regular tubes
27 x 1¥4 thorn resistant tubes
Specialized Commuter Tire

&GIFTS

TAKE A BREAK!

• Removable rear
windows and sun roof
.
l
opttons.

AT l<'ORD, QUALITY IS
.JOH #I!

BROfiCOJI
It'SA
BRAND NEW

A
KtC~'If

2320 Centl'el NE 268·4876
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For Your Students

Class readers
Lab Manuals

The council set up a coach-of-theyear award in cross country, tennis,
golf, swimming, wrestling, baseball
and track and ticld,
The student-athletes receiving an
additional year of eligibility as a result of injury hardship are: Hawaii
football players Quenton Flores,
Kent Kafentzis, Tavita Sagapolu,
Bob Edwards, Jerome Ingraham;
New Mexico football player Fred
Mady; Wyoming football player
Scott Shane; San Diego State bas-

kctball player John Martens and
Utah basketball player Mike
Bozner.
Those receiving an additional
year of eligibility under the freshman redshirt rule are: San Diego
State baseball players William
Blount, Torn Goddard, Scott Lawrence; San Diego State football players Tracy Thompson and Vincent
Warren; UTEP football player Brad
McEachern; Wyoming football
player Joe Rnmunno; Wyoming
baseball player Chuck Hensala;
New Mexico folltbal! players Steve
Sauter, Myron Driscoll, Donald
De Young and Lawrence Pickett and
Utah baseball player Mike Barnett.

YOUR CAREER •••

Championship event sites were
chosen and 22 student-athletes were
granted another year of eligibility,
nine for injury hardships and 13
under a new NCAA bylaw.

with this ad you get:

DON'T FORGET

its first-place finish in the Southern
Division. The title series will be held
May 17-19 at the new Hawaii baseball facility on campus.

NOW OPEN
Sundays

11·5
243-6954

-

~~

lobo

men's

shop

2120 CENTRAL SE

We can help you reach vour goal.

To be your best, learn from the best At'Powers, you'll
get professional training in the course you choose.
• Modeling •.Personal Improvement •Interior Design
• Fashion Merchandising • TV A~~~

CALL NOW:
888 • 2933

~JWI'f ~
SINCE 1923
70 SC1100LS WORLDWIDE

3701 SAN MATEO N.E.

Put The Campus
In A Mailbox
Daily Lobo
S.ubscriptions
Now Only
$15 A Year
For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a letter about what's happening at UNM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience! You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:
Name:____________________________~~-------------------------Address:_ _ _ _ _~-~-----------------~
City:----~---,----------- State: ~- Zip:•---Signature:_____________________________~-----------

Remember: Just $15 A Year
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UTEP Takes WAC Title Again

Bike Committee Seeks Funds

from Staff and Wirt! Reports
lhc llnivcrsitv or "l"c~xas-El
l'asn"s track tl'lllil, targct of an
1\( 'AA investigation that lcd to the
n•,ip-nation of its com.:h last month,
··aptun.•tl :1 fourth straig.ht Wc~tcrn
Athletic ConlcrL•ncr title Saturday.
The Miners passed first-day lcadn Bri)!ham Young llniwrsity late in
the mc~:t with a 3:06.17 firs!-place
lim-;h 111 the 1,600-mctcr relay and a
I 2 finish by Paul Benavides and
( icnr~·e Barber in the pole vault. Benavides' jump nf 16·6 gave him the
ed)!l' over Barber and two other
vaulters who cleared 16 feet.
The win was UTEP's lith WAC
llt!L' and came just a month after
Coach Larry Heidebrecht resigned
alter being charged with maintainIll)! a $2J ,O(Xl personal bank account
tn I inancc some of his better
;1thlcte~.

Heyri Deylan, who managed the

Mint•rs on the htst leg of th~ sca~orl.
smd his relay wmn t:<Imt· through a~
he CXpL'Cted.
"The mile ( 1,600 mcten,) relay is
tlw kt>y." D..:ylan s:dd. "Mayhe the
400, but dclinitcly the mile."
The winning team io; made up of
three freshmen and a sophomore.
and Dcylan said that wus an moen of
continued good things for UTEP.
"We don't have any superstars
and we don't have any low class
people," he said. "On any given
day. you know.
"If we can get good sprinters. we
can get by," Dcy!an said.
On Saturday, it was host San
Diego State that dominated the
sprints. Hurvic Milner captured
three firsts, winning the 200 meters
in 21.27, the LOO meters in 10.54
and running the lead leg in SDSU's
400 meter relay, which scored an
impressive 40.37.
"I was just running to win the

AT CHANCE
BAR & CRILLE
1st AniJUal Fat Chance,
UNM End ol School Bash
Tues. Bud • $2.25 60 oz. pitcher/
.75 draft or bottle
Wed. Dos Equls $1 bottle
Thurs. stroh's $2.25 60 oz. pitcher/
.75 draft
Fri. coors $2.25 60 oz. pitcher/
.75 draft
D/Herent prizes every day

The Fat Chance wishes you
good luck on all your finals!

FAT CHANCE BAR & GRILLE
2216 central S.E. 265·7531
Open Mon.·Sat 11a m ·2a m
Food served 11a m·11P m

I00," ~aid Milner. who mat!L' the
team as a walk-on two years ago.
"In the 200. Coach (Dixon) Farmer
thought I ~hould think about qualifying for the NCAAs. but I decided
to put it out of my mind."
SDSU also got a first-place 50.48
from Ed Cooper in the 400 hurdles
and Willie Atterberry, who won the
400 in 46.42.
The final standings: UTEP 161 v,,
BYU, l55V,, SDSU 129, New Mexico81, Wyoming 45, Air Force 33.
Colorado State 29, Utah 17.
In other field events: Dwayne
Rudd of New Mexico defended his
conference title in the triple jump
with a 52-10 and repeated in the long
jump. Rob Eamon of Air Force won
the javelin with a 231-0, Sorcn TallhemofBYU took the shot put with a
61-8% and UTEP's David Puvogel
placed first in the high jump with a
7-3Ys.
Winners in the remaining running
events included San Diego's James
Garrett with a I :48.38 in the 800. Ed
Eyestone ofBYU in the 5,000with a
time of 13:52.54, Espcn Borge of
Wyoming with a 3:45.46 in the
1.500 and Colorado State's Lorenzo
Zackery with a 14.0 in the II 0 hurdles.
Lobos Greg Keith and Richie
Martinez set new personal bc;ts in
the I ,500 meter and 800 meter, respectively .

lobos Ready for HCAC
MacEachcn said host Brigham
Young University is the pre-meet
favorite based on their depth.
•'They are 50 or 60 points ahead
of the rest, but I'm pretty pleased
with where we arc right now,'' he
said.
MacEachen said he expects a
close race for second place with
Wyoming, but the Lobos will be
ready if BYU falters. UNM will
be weak in the throwing events,
because only one athlete, Sue
Qualls; remains from an original
contingent of five throwers.

By .John Moreno

The University of New Mexico women's track team hosted
their only outdoor meet of the
season yesterday. It was a nonscoring affair with the University
of Tcxas-EI Paso.
The main purpose of the meet
was to qualify as many Lohos as
possible for the High Country
Athletic Conference championships, Head Coach Mike
MacEachcn said.
MacEachcn said 18 team
members, four more than last
year, will be going to the meet, in
He said he has some surprises
Provo, Utah, on May 12. That in store for the meet. One is the
includes five Lobos who reached 4x400-mctcr relay. "We have
qualifying times in yesterday's not used our best team at all in the
meet.
outdoor season, and they're exThey arc Shannon Vessup, pecting us to finish fifth or sixth,
Kristi Rapp and Carole Roybal in but I think we will finish first or
the 800 meters, and both Linda
second.
Mitchell and Kelly Champagne
in the 1,500 meters. All five had
He said he will usc the relay
already qualified in other events. team which ran a 3:50 relay inAlso, Pam Posey and Patti Mack doors this season. The best outposted personal bests in the I DO- door time for the Lobos thus far
meter dash.
has been 4:06.33.

UNM Head Coach Del Hessel
commented on his team's fourthplacc finish. "We ran about as well
as we could run. We just don't have
the depth," he said. "Until we get a
new track facility, it's difficult to
recruit nationally."
Although private funds have been
raised for the construction of a new
UNM track stadium, and the 1985
outdoor WAC championships are
scheduled to be held here, Hessel
said that won't immediately affect
recruiting. National-caliber
athletes, Hessel said, "arc not going
to go to a place where the facility is
not there yet."
He said he has worked for other
universities that promisc.d to build
stadiums but never did. "This is in
no way a reflection on the University
of New Mexico. I don't have any
doubts that the stadium will be built."

By John Moreno

Sayers called the committee an
advisory board which makes recomAlbuquerque has 110 miles of mendations to the City Council. She
bikeways - street, lane or trail said there is no budget for the comfacilities - accessible to cyclists. mittee, but if the council adopts
In 1974, the city had none, said city some of the committee's recomsenior planner Bob Cole.
mendations, it will fund the proHe said 1974 was the year the city jects.
developed the Bikeways Master
Both Cole and Stange agree that
Plan. Also, the Bikeways Commit- while funding and official awaretee was created. It is made up of ness has improved, it is still necescitizens ''interested in promoting sary to inform the public - both
quality bicycling for the city and bicyclists and motorists - of the
county," said Ed Stange, Cole's bikeways system.
colleague in Albuquerque's PlanThe committee itself is faced with
ning Division.
a Catch-22 situation: its achieveThe nine-member committee's ments are not well known because it
efforts to make city and county offi- has no money for public outreach,
cials more aware of cyclists' needs but it lacks the base of popular suphave begun to pay off, Stange said.
Last year, the master plan was reevaluated because it was "basically
disjointed and not a coordinated
effort," he said.
The new plan is a multijurisdictional effort between city
and county and is implemented
through the Transportation Improvement Program. It reflects a
greater awareness of cyclists' needs
than the old plan, Stange said.
••As major road projects arc identified," he said, "we look at those in
rdation to the Master Plan and try to
get included in those roadway projects bikeway elements,"
The bikeways committee has
liai-;on~ in varhius city and county
departments who offer technical
advice. Stange. for example, used to
be the liai~on from the Transportation Department.
Janet Sayers is the liaison from
the citv's parks and recreation dcpm1mc.nt. If the committee wants the
city to build bike trails. she offers
advice. But that isn't too often. ~he
said, hccau~c "95 percent of all
bikeways tin Albuquerque) arc on
city ~trccts."

port needed to convmcc the City
Council to fund its educational
needs.
Generally, Cole said, substantial
bikeways development in other
cities is linked to strong, vocal bike
clubs. "There are certainly those
people out there who want improved
facilities, but they're not very vocal," Cole said.
He said the Urban Enhancement
Trust Fund is a new source of revenue which is a "bright spot" for
increased bikeways funding.
Interest from the $6.5 million
fund, Cole said, could be used in
part to fund bikeways and pedestrian
improvements.
·

Racing Cyclists Ready
The Double Eagle H Bicycle
Classic, promoted by the Rio
Grande Racing Team and Sports
Systems Inc. of Albuquerque,
will be held Friday, Saturday and
Sunday in the AlbuquerqueSanta Fe area and is sanctioned
by the U.S. Cycling Federation.
Included are the 27-mile Sandia Crest Climb on Friday, the
, women's and men's Santa Fe to
Albuquerque Mountain Road
Race on Saturday and the 50kilometer Criterium on Sunday.
The crest climb starts at 3:30
p.m. at the Mountain View Inn

on East Central Avenue. The
women's road race is 40 miles
and starts in Madrid at 8 a.m., the
60-mile men's race begins at 8:30
a.m. in Santa Fe, and the
Criterium begins at 7 a.m. in the
Uptown Center area.
The three-day fee includes a
t-shirt, banquet, hospitality suite
with refreshments, McDonald's
meal pass and post-race refreshments.
More than $4,000 in money
and prizes will be awarded to
winners in several different categories.

When you're in a tight spot,
good friends will help you out.

PACK UP
YOUR TROUBLES•••
~nd

get away trom it all
wtth a new back pack.

See our selection today!

~AINS

Wl&RIVERS
Across from UNM

2320 Central SE • 268·4876
Scott Cilruway

AS YOU ARE GEARING UP FOR THE SUMMER, THINK
OF US! OUR SHOPS CAN HELP, BE IT EQUIPMENT OR
ADVICE. FROM HIGH-TECH ROCKCLIMBING AND
WHITEWATER EQUIPMENT TO THE SIMPLEST NECESSITITES WE CAN HELP WITH MOST ANYTHING!!

Shannon Vessup qualifies for the conference championships
in the BOO-meter run.

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
..:J'(c.jLlfiU.

'Jyfllny ~e •wicc.
..:.f\Ji::J';t~/;an.l

' . , .I

!E!Llf't.[/•t:!e

H.&. I

BUFFALO
TIIDBBS
3409 Central NE
Mon thru Sat 10-6
266-2876

1q

2421 ·san Pedro
Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00
Fri. 9:30-9:00
Sat. 9:00-6:00
884-5113

jtulifle<l

r.,..,..,..,..,..,...,..,...,.._,......_,..,.._,._,._,......._,._,.1
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F-1, H-1, J-1 and K-1

Visas
Permanent Residence Visas
Extension of Temporary Stay
Defense to Deportation
First Consultation Free
Former Attorney for
Immigration &
Naturalization Service

I
~

s

fi't- . . ltll!fiR'D!Y

I
S

§
John Russo
§§ 300 Central
Attorney at Law
Ave. SW 247-4051 S
B.:.o.-.-o-...coo=.occccccc~....co~

jl'linl

Jn i Ill it y L~

j

OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
8AM·9PM

SATURDAY IOAM·4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but wort.h it.
277·5031

'::::i!'-:-..,."• _.... .,..

When you pulled in two hours ago, you didn't
have this problem. And with a party just starting,
the last thing you wanted to do was
wait around another two hours.
Neither did the rest of the guys.
So when they offered to give you
a lift, that's exaclly what they did,
proving not only that they were
in good shape, but that they
were good friends.
So show them what appreciation is all about. 1hnight, let it
be Liiwenbriiu.

Lowenbriu.Here's to good friends.
c 1983 Eleer Elrewed m USA by Miller Eltew1ng Co. M1lwaukee. WI
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JIORSF.BACK RIDING LESSONS. l!ngllsh and
Western, beginner tn advanced, reasonable rates,
517
Jennette, 822·8473.
80 CENTS/PAGE. Degreed typist. 344-3345
S/7
THE WORD MILL: Six years professional typing,
517
editing, English MA. NeQr UNM. 256-0916.
PIANO LESSONS: .o\LL ages, levels. Call Laura
Kramer26S·I352.
517
J>ROFFSSIONAI, TYPING. Tllt:SES, Reports.
IBM. Campus pickup/delivery, 281·2913.
517
MARC'SGUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
Sot'T CON'fACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across front Lallellcs, 5019 Menaul NE.
888·4778.
tfn
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on l.omas just west or Washington.
tfn
ACClfRATI~
lf'olf'ORMA'flON ABOUT con·
tracept10n, stcriliz.ation, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PIU:<;NANCY Tf:STINCJ & coun~llng: Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

Las Notlclas
CSW IS UEREI Only $!.SO. Available In 131 Marron
Hull, UNM Bookstoro:: and local bookslort~ around
campus. Duyon~ !wo... NOWI.
S/7
CLlJII7 MEETING? EVENT? Advcrtls~ In Las
Notlcias. Only 10 cents per word per issue forUNM
departments und orgunilatlons.
tfn

Personals
ATO Pl.EBOS, GOOD luck on final~ guys. Darth
"Steve" Dallas.
$17
MICHELLE, OUR BELLE, We love you, we love
you, we love you! lhppy birthday to our favorite
roomie! Love, Glo·fnce, Clci, lllld Kimllou.
S/7
~OBBY GEM. YOU'RE gonno miss mel! Ch.
517
VINCE HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Detter late than never.
S/7

J\'IJl'S, WE SPLIT up months ago, so why arc you
't•ll spvmp. on me? Arr: you just a prisoner of love? Be
a real mnn ilnd butt out! Ethel.
517
ro THE PERSON or persons who removed a gray
Jd'kct from the bnck of o blue stntlon wagon Wed.
ne•ddy N1ght: That Patagonia jacket has much
•.nnunemal •alue to me. I worked damned hurd for
11·· wurmth. Examine your comcience; I doubt that
vuu nrc nny warmer than I. Please return, no
qtte·,tums a•ked. Maybe I can help you g(t ~·cur own
"'at. ( ull277·7~29 or 241-1439.
S/31

Housing
Rl'-'iPONSIBLE fEMALE WANU.D to share NIO
home. $200/month includes utilities. 881-6421. 517
AJR('OND. APT. ROOM beside campus, mtd-May
tc mlli·August for S200 total. Bob, npt 5, 116 Hnr·
varJ SE.
517
MAI.EIJ'EMAU; ROOMMATE NEEDED. Share2·
bdrm apt. $114. ~0 rent, utihtics about $50 a month,
$70 DO Sharing food cosrs a po,sibility. Must be
neat and responsible, nonsmoking and nondrugging.
Pets optional. Available June 1. N-:ar Uni~ersily and
Coa!Sll Craig242-4642(h), 277-S6S6!w).
5131
I.ovu;v LARGE Z·hedroom home. Julyonl~. Fully
rurni~hetl. 266·4038 or 884·2826. l.e;ne message
Walk tolJNM.
5131
ONF,.IIEDROOM APARTMENT ncar downtown
$tqo•month plus utilities. No petl. C'all242·93t8.

Food/Fun
I M l.OO~tl TIU: Planets are back. Dance to Rock
.wd Roll em Thursday c\'ening. May IOtlt ~t 9 p.m. nt
the he:~utiful old airport terminal, jun past the air·
P"rt on 't' ale. Deer "nd wine available. 1\. benefit for
I ARD, C'iti!.ens for Alternatives to Radioactive
~~!!~97

Services

~/7

\\JIY GO OfF campu1 1 Thesis, tltsmtations. and
rum p.1pcrr, done tJrofellionally on a word pro•e.,sor.
;:"17

~9'7'.1.

M.:MMt;R ROOM!IIATF: IJl:Nt:.August), Share 2·
bedroom cumpletely lurmshrd ht,use one blo10~ to
l tNM. Rca.~onahlc price. Prefer male student. Call
266-1340 nfter b p rn
~ '7
Plo!'tt Sll!DENI: NU:D a place to stay over the
summer? The Sigma Cht Hm1>c will be renting out
doubl~ mom1 thi< \ummcr Free utilities, male or
ftMill~. SlfX1 a month, >tr~ clo•~ tn •Jmpur.. T't'r
m1•re ini1Hall24Z·I)(J()9, a;k l!!r hll'lor John.
~-'11
ROOM>,IAU: \\':"'ANU:Il HlR~;ummer Bis house
"n 'uher !~ harlc1. k43·6142.
5.'~
j:J&j:"ji'(i(iM .\..,D lll'anl plu\ '"l~IY <;mgle father
•.... anh t:t-'!11 -.... ,til": ;.-eJr (,Jd daugh!rr and hou~~c. Mttt.t
he t-i:w~llll, tcmJic Jlld i1a;c ,ar l 'J 11HR) !tfiV, dn~·'··

~/:l]

Wt:

Rt.PAUt liROKEN tape casscues; also •opy
~,7
,,,..',elle,. 1'assette ~orner,222 Yule SF
WANG ANil IIJM displaywrilcr available for rent on
.!lllmurly bn'.i<.. 277·R979.
3t31
Cl'l ('AMPl1S WORD processing for your thcsi;,
.J• :.ertatu•n, and term pJper. 271-8979
,, ~I
Ri'>PO'IjSIBI.E l'NM li0{1SIN(: staff -rr.emb·~r
rrk•, ~~mmcr "hnuse!ilting" pc~ition. Rcfcrenrr~
~

1- ,\llllhlt• 271·2! 7il.

,.,

\llli:();;tRVI<t:AVAIIABU lh~~~jd,";;
!.\,:(\\ pwtl!l~.-tJ.~n'!,, mu~h.ai grour-.
· grathJafh'n~.
~L >I!Jl'. l~l.)uon ,,liu\.,., \\oetMmg;. ro:a'h'!lnh~c rate~
! tlr m,1t('" wfurmulu.•:&•.:r.nuu.t241·60M.5. 14~ ~772
~
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JJ,G

p,\<;~aT.\\inRt,siMt·:rllloll'~ rti~w-~~

ROOMMAn: WA"'in:n 10 ~hare one bedroom
""11~,, U\allable no"'. Pool, jacnw; (able, phone,
fmm•.hed, near l' S\1. $11<0 include; utihties. 242·

l'a',-.;wnandll>,268·914l llt·,Am!JmtNL •'li
JIM WORD PRO( L~l"iG, l'il'';;g. hiendly
l''"le>sloMhnu(e. Srelhng'edltmghdp. 881-nZ.t.
~

l>i!'7

'I;J:-AR i

7

sn

~o

7

n·PI'Ii(i.
I,.A.'it, A<:<.TRUt, afiHrdnble.
I xrcn~i,cc~r-crlcnce. 299· I 10~
5 . 31
\OOL\'0 -RiP AIR. REA'iOSABI t-:, reliable,
puara:~tccd. l\hke 242-4826.
~ 1
TlJ>II\j(; WORD PRfKt..C,.'ii'(i. lcacr-qua!ny
!'r;mcr <,,mpcuu•erate~ hn 811 •s~!l.
~·~

WAl.K TO I.: SM. l.arge, dean, 2 bdrm. S3201mo.
gJ•, lurn. 'iorry no pm or ~hihltcll {nil :!93·1070
alter 5 p.m. wcokda~~
5t1
"iEED l~tMtDJATI\, lliOSSMOKISG non·
~~Ul!lling~ no pet p~~~~.l:!'r house near

UNM. SISO plu1 utilities. $120 SD. Call Steve 255·
1177 or leave mes$age.
S/31
ROOMMATE NEEDED. MAI.Eifemale. UniversitY
area, Carpeted. many convient appliances, furnished,
utilities included. Sl6~. W247·2ltl, H242·3279.
S/7

STUUJ•:NT'S FAMILY l.OOKING for 3-bedroom
house for rent. Call247·3028.
S/1
HMALE IIOUSEMATE WANTED to share 4bdrm home near campus. Rent $107, utilities arou.nd
$SO monthly. Must be over 21 yrs., no children, pels,
615~okers, please. ('ail Gary, 256-3746.
ROOMIES WANTEll [COUPLE ok) to share
spacious old-style house close to UNM. Two
bedroom' or bedroom w/studio option. l.nrge kit·
chen, graciou1 Jiving room, wood Ooors: basement,
fireplace, huge yard with garden potential. Present
inhabitants are fun-loving, Industrious students
looking for same. Two persons: $110 each. One
r•erson: $175. Plus share utilities. See to appreciate.
S/31
('all243·1439 for appointment.
WOMAN WICHII D NEEDS roomm"te for 1. brdm
hou5e. $175/m, utilities paid. 242·0694.
sn
J.IIR APARTMENT, 1;1 blk fmm campus. Fur·
nished, UtilitieS paid. 823·2240.
5/7
STII.l. AVAILAJ.Bt:, PI.t:ASE 'all again! 3
bcdr,lom house. $133 plu< ! i utilitie>. Close to
campu<. Call after 5 p.rn. 243·4298.
517
Ft:MAI.t: GRAD STUDENT who lives in Santa Fe
1eeks quiet room to rent !UNM areal Mondays
through Thursdays during lim summer session
begumingJune4. Cnll982·5239.
5,7
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Summer and
pos1lbly fall semesters. Two bedroom apartment.
$145 plus t:. utilities. Call Anne, 266-0183.
517
ROOMMATE SEEKERS: WANT to share housing
com7 Companionship? Check our files for a com·
patible roommate. 296..0729.
517
TilE CITADEl.: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 ro $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
knchen with 1hshwasher and dl~posnl, recreation
room, swimmmg pool, TV roorn and laundry. Adult
.:ourles, no pet~. I ~20 Unieeriit NE. 243·2494.
tfn
FOR RENT: EHJ('U:NCY apartmem, 1410 Girard
N.I'., $230/mo., fiJr one person, $250/mo. for 2
pmom, all utilities pa1d, Sl75 security dep~si.t. Fully
furnisllcd·sc•urily locks and laundry facd1tles. No
children 111 rm. Please ~all before 6:00 m the
cvcnmg, 266-8192.
tin

For Sale
NIXO!'i JIINOCULAR MICROSCOPE. Oil lm•
mcmun obJecuvc, e)·eptece poin:er, and carrying
~a\c. tall Larry nt 2S~ ·1 ~3? mmt days or e>cning~.
$11

·n SAAB '76 tr3n~miss1on, mw brake~. good c~r.

nccdswork. $300, 277.2!79,
lA"T OIA'i('f:l O,Ht:PJ?IiG bags l,!r

~ale.

2~6·"19.

S1
Call
5'

VAS'iiAU.NTICKETS,$40. 322·121~.
5,7
MOVINC; - OAK BDRM s~t. gla>~ table and chairs.
517
Rcasunah!e. !122 1216.
l'i JT TRt:t; you .:an b~y surplus jeeps for $44? Get
til~ fa~:tr. tiJda) • It .trr} ~ ('aiD 12·142·1142 e~t 9340-A.
5'1
ll SPD. H'JJ newest bic;•Ie, the ultimate in spon
touring, $500 (new ·- SII~Ol, 200 m1les. 10 spd
"loteberanc$125. 266-7419.
5:31
VA?Ii IIALEN T1t'KUS. Rcalonabtc. 2nd night.
:96-1624 bcfo:e 5 p.m.
S!7
1981 PALOMISO UNT tra1ler. Sleeps 4-S.
heel lent condition. $2350 or belt offer. 881-3525.
517
1976 DATSUN DllO, 2 door, good condition. 51800.
883.6967.
S/31
APPJ.B.CAT MODt:M for Apple computers
w>soflware, $17S. 243·S87l.
Si1
1'E('HNICS CASSETJE DBX·Mll8X new. Call 1·
4587 or 883·6018.
S/1

c~L~~Qkinko•s 1
TODAY!!!
Stop waiting till tomorrow.

'2312 Central SE

CITY

c;overed
'W"agon

Pizzo City Is Dock!

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jeweiry
OLDTOWN

We have our same great spe~ial:
2 Slices of Cheese Pizza 6
a Large Soft Drink for

s1.99

Free Delivery

to

80

Kelly Services is a temporary help service comp~y.
We're not an employment agency so you pay no fees and stgn
no contracts.
As a Kelly employee, you work at our customers loca~
tions on short term assignments.
You can earn good money this summer, and during all
your breaks, on Kelly temporary assignments. We have jobs
ranging from word processing to typing to filming .•. product
sampling to light industrial. Most office assignments require
6 months experience.
Contact the Kelly office for more information.
~"'lk
·t·J
,)

\I ale.•

.1nd

SUMMER JOBS!

Ft·malt•

I ,OilJW, ·"
,.1.•,

:)('""
l"'t.'t.•J
...
)iJ•,Joo

Kelley Services
\I I II

SUMMER SPECIALI1967 VW Van. Rebuilt engine.
5/31
Call247-4210.
CHEAP CARS 73 Buick, 74 Torino, 78 Datsun. 268.
2652.
5.11
'7l VW SUPER beetle. Very clean. Runs great. $1650
or best offer. 256-3610.
511

Employment
SUMMER P.T. POSITIONS available, $4/hr to
start, if you are outgolrtg, aggro:ssive, and enjoy
talking to people; and can get behind a worthwhile
community-program, come work in our P/R dept.
3:30·8:30 M·R. This is a permanent p.l.
position- for Interview call L. or J., 262·2178 after
!Oa,m.
S/1
LEARN BARTENDING JOB, Placement assistance.
292·3312, International Bartending Institute.
S/7
WORK·STlJDY QUALIFIED student for summer
library and phonework. Top wor~·study pa~ rate.
Call277·2351. Ask for Bob or Susan.
S/7
DAYS/NIGHTS/WEEKENDS, 10.35 hrs. Oexible,
Retail !·shirts. Call Karen between 10;00 and 4;00,
883·7355 eoe.
517
NEEil HEALTHY ENTHUSIASTIC individual for
membership sales. Excellent commission fees! Call
Joyce at Supreme Courts. 888-4811.
S 17
NAVY ENGINEERING PROGRAMS offer salary,
sec~rity, responsibility and excitement. Call 1·800·
354-9627.
517
MAJOR ALBUQUERQUE EMPLOYER list in·
eludes 400 employers, type of business address and
phone number. Send $3 to Employer Lists, P .0. Box
506, Peralta, NM 87042.
517
ENVIORN~fENTAL CAMP.o\IGN ORG.o\NIZER.
The LenS'Jc or Conservatio11 Voters, the political arm
or the enviornmental movement is looking for
commUted articlatc people to staff Its new Alb.
Office. Help beat Ronald Reagan and elect con·
servationists to public office. Summer jobs ond career
opportunitie& available. Hours: 2·10 p.m. Call26S.
9485.
517
IIART FOR PRL'iiUENT Organization needs
studenb for phone work calling evenings and
weekends, $3.35/hr. Call 888·3710, 265·3837, 883·
8614 or 884-4314 for more information.
511
NEED WORK? WALGREENS Juan Tabo and
Montgomery is now hiring, Must be21. Please apply
in persnn.
$17
LABORATORY TECH~ICJAN PERMANE!IoT
half·tlmc.
MS
in
biology .,.ith
im·
munologylbacteriology experi~nce. Apply Med·
school personnel. 27'1·6447.
$17
A GREAT WORK·study opportunily. H positions
starting af1cr finals working in ~onsmer research,
\·oter regtstration and volunteer organizing with Ne1~
M~~ico Public tntere~t Re~earch Group. <:all ~11·
:!7~7 FMI.
$•7
SKII.l.E.D LABORERS-· IMMEDIA Tf.. short· term
and long·term rositi:ms for laborers skilled in
constructon, warehouse, and fumiture mo,mg. Must
ha1e a phone und car. Apply Monday.f'riday9 n.m .J
p.m. Munpo-.1er Te'llporury Servi~:Cs, 3100 Monte
v,sta NE. 256-3~~8
~11
St:!lfMER WORK PROGRAM three months. $640
month!). Plus s;.;holauhip in~entives. Phone 2667R88.
s:~
PART·TIMF; JIOl!Rt,Y .,.age plus bonus, takmg
order~ for KZIA Radio gift book - day and evenmg
sh11ts available. Del. very peoplo needed abo - apply
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m . 117 Richmond NE, Suite B or
call266-9415
~,7
!'iEt:D SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? We need

typists, word processors, receptionists, data entry
operators, and many other skills for sllort and long
term temporary assignments. for more Information
please call Cindy at 262·1871. Not an agency, never a
fee. Dunhlll Temps, 1717 Louisiana, NE. Suite 218,
$17
NEED ENGINEERING STUOENT for electrical,
plumbing, and basic construction work. Call Acoma
PET Center ~t268·3392. 321 Wyoming SE.
517
GOVERNMENT JOBS. 516,559·$50,553/year. Now
hiring your ~rea. Call1·80S·687·6000 Ext. R-9786.

'

·

sn1

AIRLINES FLIGHT A1"fENDA.NTS informQtlon.
Send Sl and self-addressed stamped envelop~ to:
Under and Co., Suite 33411, Dccaten, GA 30033.
S/7
COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR camp serving
person$ with disabilities. July 9·AUI!\Ist 17, Rooln,
board, salary. C~ll Cal888·3811.
517
IJFE GUARDS NEEDED for summer at UNM
Pools. S3.50'hr- 40 hour work week. Dates: May
14-Ju!y 29. Contact pool manager 277-2512 or 2776181.ASII.P.
517
ACTIVISTS EARS 5100·$150/w~ek fighung for
soda! justice. Call ACORN, 247·9792 before I p.m.
517
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evening. Must he
21 years old. Must be able to Wilrk Friday and
Saturday nights. Appl~ in person, no phone calls
plea~e. Savey,ay liquor store at ~704 Lomas tllvd.
NE.

'17

Travel
WE HAVE THE lowest airfares to Europe! For free
color brocure, write to Campus Travel- Box 11387,
St. Louis, M06310S.
S/31
LOOKING FOR PERSON[s] interested in backpacking adventure around world. Will leave winter
1985. Travel 6 mos.-year. Must be self-reliant, adventurous. Start South Pacific. Call LIICI'y, 268-0210.

517
RIDE NEEilEU: CHICAGO/champaign area to
arrive S/13. Will share driving and expenses, etc., on
6."11·6113. 247·9091.
511
A BACKPACK OR Is it a suitcase? S~e for ~ourself at
The Outdoor Store and make vagabonding through
Europe easier tht& ~ummer. New shipment, good
selection. Candelaria and Wyoming.
St7

Lost&Found
JOliN STOREY. Wf. hn>c your checkbook. Come
by Marron Hall, Room 131.
5!7

Miscellaneous
DOCiLADY TEACHES \'0\ Tto tr;1in lOUr tlog £11Cd
manners. 255·9421.
~..,
'i"CAii£ FOR ,t,illlrcn 2 yc~r~ and younger 116 •
Yale Sr. SUO•hour pari-time or $1.25 hour full·
time, 266 113~
BOOKWORM Fl!'d·: n,f.D hatdbook ~""~~ G•eat
\ariel)'. 3023 <.entr~l !'OE. 12 to 6 p.m ('Jo,cd

...::.2

Ml'r.da~q,

~ ~

FREF;: 4 DLA('K'"'hit~ killen~ (bcaulifull). ~ \\k,
old. ('all242·9268.
5 '31
CAN !\JOT AHORJl JNSt:RASCt? There are man~
di1~ount• a\allable to Ut-i!\l l•cr•,onnel and student~
Inquire about nffordab!e und r~putable car,
hllnteowncrs, life, and hralth msurancc. No pr~s1ure
or pu\hy sate~ pitch. Ask for John ut 292.{)511 (dw;
and evcmngs).
~ 131

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Half: Pref.
5 Dodger great
10 Float
14 Formal
15 Ms. Drew
16 Steel beam
17 Indefinite
19 Composition
20 Time period
21 Citrus fruit
23 Tsetse fly
27 Bursts
30 Loses sap
34 Defeat
35 Music group
37 Man's
nickname
38 Ump'scall
39 Oglers
41 Can.-US
canal
42 Sugar! Suff.
43 German city
44 Light fabric
45 Risks
47 Attacked
50 Born
51 Cleaves
52 Politic
56 Girls

60 Dote on
61 Same
64 Gland: Pref.
65 Bungled
66 Small
amount
67 Orderly
68 Churchmen
69 Blue shade

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 Tater
2 Ocean bird
3 Varied: Abbr.
4 Bestows
5Ebb

6 High priest
7 Dwarf
8 Hindu sectarian: Var.
9 Hinder
10 Off-color
11 Father: Arab.
12 FOR's pet
13 Horse race
18 Rewrite
22 Fountain
drinks
24 Indecent
25 Forfeit: Scot.

27 Sailboat
28 - of
Commons
29 Flower
31 Stand
32 Non-worker
33 Was upright
36 Frenetic
39 Brawl
40 Said "OK"
44 Supple
46 Recess

48 Side dishes
49 Syria, once
52 Scheme
53 Journeyed
54 Eye part
55 Waste
allowance
57 Tuxedo
58 Within: Pref.
59 British gun
62 FOR's plan
63 Decade

